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Moving Forward with_. .
Depan
Outline Perspective Plan shou ld be based on NECC report
ow many of us are aware that
the government is scheduled
to table the Outline Perspective Plan (OPP) incorporating the
Sixth Malaysia Plan (1991-1995) in
Parliament in June 1991? "Who
cares?" I hear you ask.
Well, for one thing, the OPP will
serve as the charter for national
economic and social planning in the
forseeable futw"e. We should make a
special effort to follow closely these
proceedings as the OPP will in effect
be the replacement for the New
Economic Policy (NEP) which expired in 1990. Secondly, you can bet
your last dollar that the OPP is going
to have an impact on our lives in one
way or another when it is implemented in the near futW"e.
Deputy Prime Minster Ghafar
Baba recently stated that the twin
objectives of the NEP, i.e. the abolition of poverty and the restructuring
of society, would form the main
thrust of the OPP. He sa.id that the
Cabinet has until June to dr'Jw up
guidelines on the implementation of
theOPP.

Orang Asll children bathe in a cool river: DEPANwlll not forcibly disrupt traditional lifestyles.

NECC Reporl
In this respect, we hope that the
recommendations and proposed
economic policies contained in the
National Economic Consultative
Council (NECC) report will be taken
into serious consideration when
drawing up the OPP After all, that
was the whole pwpose of setting up
the NECC. Despite all the odds, the
NECC final report does appear to
renect the consensus of the majority
of the council's members after many
meetings and months of deliberation.
It contains several positive features
and recommendations.Indeed this

The NECC report was fmally
published in February 1991 but until
now circulation has been restricted to
NECC members and a few civil servants. It is vital that this report should
be made available to the general
public before the OPP is formulated
so that its content'i can be carefully
studied and debated. We have the
right to know what is going On.
It is distressing that, on the whole,
we seem to be blissfully oblivious of
such an important report touching on
fundamental economic and social issues. It js a S3d reflection of our tidak
apathy-we seem to be more caught
up with the thrills and ~-pills of the

H

has come as a pleasant surprise especially when we recall that several
prominent figW"CS had pulled out
from theNECC in August 1990over
what they felt were attempts by certain quarters to water down or alter
various proposals and recommendations which had already achieved
consensus. In the event, most of the
sections agreed upon were left virtual} y in tact.

BlissfuUy Oblivious
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Semi-Pro football league or the
prospect of a heart- stopping
Holyfield-Tyson heavyweight bout!

Five Sections
The NECC report itself is divided
into five main sections.
One - a section on the establishment of the NECC and its administration.
Two - an evaluation of the implementation of the NEP (1971 1990).
Three - the objectives of the
proposed Dasar Ekonomi Untuk
Pembangunan Negara (Economic
Policy For National Development)
~ter 1990 (or Depan for short).
Four- -strategies and specific
steps in the implementation of
Depan.
Five- Dcpan and national unity.

Depan
Let's take a closer look at the
philosophy behind Depan. including
some of the major recommendations
and proposals.
Depan seeks to build a united,
just. peaceful and progressive society

with a true Malaysian identity. It is to
be built within the frJmework of
greater democracy. Its economic
policy is one which is guided by
growth and equity.

Poverly
One of the central objectives of
Depan is the eradication of poverty
irrespective of ethnic origin. The
report ploces significant emphasis on
the identificatin of specific poverty
groups. The need for proposals to
address these target groups is recognized. The focus is not just on absolute poverty - relative poverty is
also taken into consideration especially the growing gap between the
rich and the poor.

Restructuring
As mentioned earlier, the report
also highlights the importance of
restructuring society. But unlike the
NEP, Depan gives the term
'restructuring' a wider interpretation.
It stresses that restructuring is necessary not only between communities.
but also within ethnic groups, sectors
and regions.
It recognizes the multi-ethnic nature of our society and asserts that the
distribution of opportunities and
wealth must be carried out fairly and
effectively. To quote the report
(translated):
The approach which ought to be
used after 1990 should be one where
~erybody wins. We do not want to
see any ethnic group or community
feeling that they have been left out or
marginalized.
The report also asserts that
priority should be given to underdeveloped states and regions e.g.
Sabah, Sarawak, Kelantan arid
Terengganu so that they 100 can be
brought up into the mainsb'Cam of
development

Sustainable Deve/opmenJ
The environment is not forgotten.
Depan subscribes to a policy of
'sustainable development' i.e.
balanced development which does
not destroy the environment or

deplete natural resources. The prcscrvation of the eco-system is vital for
the long-term well- being of the nation. Development should not lead to
the forced disruption of the traditional life-styles of communities.

Needs and Excellence

dividuals, would be appointed by the
King and would be directly responsible to him. The commission would
also prc~nt their reports on the implementation of Depan to him. It
would be crucial in highlighting any
deviations from the objectives of the
policy, the principles of the
Rulruncgara and the Constitution.
The dangers of corruption are
also adequately spelt out in the report
It sees pervasive corruption as a
major obstacle towards the attainment of the objectives of Depan. To
combat this scourge, the report advocates that the Anti-Corruption Agency should be given more muscle by
making it truly independent and
directly answerable to Parliament

Unity

Terengganu flshennan:
DEPANwlll give priority to
under-developed states.
As for assistance to the disadvantaged in our society. while the
report concedes that ethnic considerations cannot be done away with
completely, there is a great deal more
emphasis on needs and the pursuit of
excellence as important criteria for
such aid.
Depan recognizes that genuine
entrepreneurship skills must be
developed It gives a lot more attention to the effective management of
wealth. This marlcs a mdical departure from the previous proctice of
simply dishing out licences often to
those ill-equipped with business
management skills.

lnlkpendenJ Bodies
A major recommendation contained in the report is the setting up of
an independent commission to
monitor the actual implementation of
Depan. This commission, _comprising 15-25 honest and upright in-
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The report also advises that attention be givcn to the inculcation of
mornl values and ethics in order to
achieve self- reliance and social
transformation. Such values would
be the cornerstone of effective
human development.
Fmally, the report makes interethnic unity one of its overriding
priorities {a whole section is devoted
to this). There is less weight placed
on ethnic classifJCation. Instead, the
report prescribes the setting up of
inter-ethnic cooperatives and unit
trust schemes which it hopes will
foster greater unity. The public and
private sectors 100 must truly reflect
the multi- ethnic nature of our
society.
Although there is a lot of talk now
about Malaysia becoming a
developed nation by the year 2020,
the report itself does not mention a
specifiC time-frame to achieve its objectives.
On the whole, the proposals and
recommendations in the report seem
very positive and encouraging. It is
the product of months of hard work.
controversy. research and debate. We
hope that it will not turn out to have
been an exercise in futility.
+
Anil Netto

UMNO GOES TO SABAH
FRANCIS LOH KOK
WAH argues that UMNO's
entry into Sabah signals the
replacement of a party
dominated by a single
individual by a strong,
efficient and effective
political party. The PBS
will therefore face a
formidable opponent in
future elections. But
UMNO's entry shall also
lead to the further
communalisation of politics
in Sabah. Whether UMNO
will succeed in capturing
power in the state, however,
will also depend on how it
views the question of
Sabah's rights.
MNO's entry into Sabah
marks an important turning
point in the politics of the
state. This is not because UMNO
will capture the state government in
the next elections as many UMNO
national leaders have predicted. That
depends on whether UMNO Sabah is
able to cor;wince the majority of
Sabahans that it represents their interests and it remains to be seen.
Rather, UMNO's appearance in
the Sabah political scene signals the
demise of an anachronism, USNO
(United Sabah National Organisation), the last of the state's early
political parties dominated by a
single individual, in this case Tun
Datu Mustapha.
The corollary to this is the consolidation of politics in Sabah along
Peninsular Malaysia lines, namely ,

U

the rise of political parties qua political institutions, and the communalisation of politics. These
developments will be elaborated in
turn.

Demise ofPoliticalPartil!s
Dominated by Individuals
In trying to understand both, the
staying powerofUSNO as well as its
failure to recapture power over the
past fifteen years, it is important to
remember that USNO was not a
political party in the same sense that
UMNOisone.
Whereas UMNO possesses a
programme, a core of disciplined
leaders, numerous members organised into a network of effrcient
branches capable of mobilising
popular support at short notice, an
effective propaganda machinery, and
a sound fmancial base, USNO indicated the reverse.
USNOdidnotappeartohaveany
well thought-out progr..unme whatsoever. Its ability to continue winning scats - though not enough to
form the state government - was a
result of Mustapha' s charisma rather
than a result of party organisation and
effective propaganda. Moreover,
many of its successful candidates
were perpetually leaving USNO after
elections to join the victorious party.
This was especially the case when
material incentives were dangled
before them. But there were also
several important voluntary resignations arising from Mustapha's
idiosyncracies and arbitrariness in
running the party.
Being out of power since 1976,
USNO and USNO leaders did not
have easy access to government contracts, positions and licenses, loans or
credit facilities and so were unable to
attract and maintain ~11pport from
business people. And until very
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recently, it was also unsuccesful in
recruiting young intellectuals and
members of the growing rniddleclass
into its fold. Some observers have
even suggested that USNO stood for
United Sulu National Organisation
and represented only that group of
bumiputeras. Whatever the case, the
party was essentially dominated by
Mustapha and a small coterie of
aging leaders beholden to him.
Hence it wao; left to Mustapha to be
the party's major organiser,
spokesperson and financier. In fact,
not being in the business of dispensing development projects, jobs,
scholarships and so on like the
government party, it could not even
ensure popular support beyond certain enclaves which Mustapha himself had cultivated. All told, USNO
was not a political party like UMNO.
It was dominated by Mustapha and
marred by his idiosyncracies. USNO
was simply not capable of recapturing power in Sabah.

Rise ofStrong Effective
Political Partil!s
By contrast, the PBS (Parti Bersatu Sabah) is more of a political
party like UMNO. For unlike USNO
and the other opposition parties in
Sabah, the PBS has a programme, an
effective propaganda machinery, a
network of branches involving business peopl~ and middleclass intellecuals, and an increasingly sound
sound financial base. It is erroneous
to believe, as many have been led to
do so by anti-PBS propaganda, that
PBS is simply a party dominated by
Pairin Kitingan and his family. This
was true to some extent when the
PBS was hastily registered in time for
the 1985 polls. Since then however,
it has developed into quite a formidable political organisation - one
of the factors explaining its success

Umnt> General Assembly: Umno possesses a core of disciplined leaders. For Sabah, demise of political parties
dominated by Individuals?

emergence of a strong opposition
should be welcomed. It can act as a
watchdog over the ruling party thereby ensuring more responsible
tion parties were being supported,
government. However, the entry of
although indirectly, by the federal
UMNO into Sabah also threatens to
Barisan Nasional govemment
institutionalise
politics in Sabah
Viewed from this perspective, the
along
ethnic
lines.
This is especially
entry of UMNO - especially under
so
now
that
UMNO's
Barisan
the astute leadership of the party's
Nasion.al
partners,
the
MCA
deputy president Ghafar Baba - into
{Malaysian
Chinese
Association),
Sabah implies a formidable chaland even the MIC (Malaysian Indi~
lenge to PBS in the future. IfGhafar
Congress), have announced tha1 they
Baba is able to contain the bad blood
will follow suit in setting up branches
between Must.apha and those who
in the state.
rebelled against or opposed him, and
At stake is the multi-ethnic party,
impose party <liscipline upon them
and the non-communal approach to
and their supporters, it is not inconpolitics associated with it, that is
ceivable that UMNO Sabah will be a
more prevalent in Sabah than in
stronger and more effective party
anywhere else in Malaysia today.
than the PBS when the next state
This approach was first brought
elections occur. Moreover, the adto
the
forefront of Sabah politics by
vantages of incumbency that the PBS .
Parti
Berjaya
when it won the state
possesses - a second factor which
in
1976.
It continues today
elections
helped it through the 1990 elections
in
the
PBS.
Opposition
parties like
- will be cancelled out by UMNO
Akar
and
Parti
Rakyat
Sabah
which
Sabah's access to the extensive
contested
in
the
1990
polls
were
federal government machinery in the
similarly
constituted
as
multi-ethnic
state.
parties and advocated non-ethnic
CommuiUJlisa/Wn ofPoliJics
politics.
In the case of the PBS, it is unUnder normal circumstances the

in the 1990 state elections. This success is all the more spectacular since
USNO and some of the other opposi-
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deniable that it is a Kadazandominated party. But it is also undeniable that it is the most
multi-ethnic of all the parties of significance in Malaysia at this point.
Its leadership and membership comprise not only Kadazans but significant numbers of Muslim
bumiputeras and non-bumiputeras.
Such participation and representation
by the various ethnic groups have
been institutionalised into the very
struci.W'C of the party itself thereby
ensuring a greater degree of consultation and cooperation. Thus playing
the ethnic card harms the party's interests and undermines the V'cry basis
of its existence.
By contrast, UMNO, MCA, MIC
are mono-ethnic parties. Although
they come together as a multi-ethnic
coalition under the auspices of the
Baris:.m Nasional, nonethless, ethnic
politics is their sine qua non, the very
basis of their existence and electoral
success. This is particularly so since
the Barisan Nasional as a party is
virtually non-existent. Consider. for
instance, the 1990 generdl elections:
which were the parties which fanned
the flames of communalism most in
their electoral campaigns?
What can be anticipated, and to
be feared therefore, i.) that the peninsular disease ofcommunalism will be
fwther passed on to Sabah. PBS and
the other multiethnic parties of
Sabah, like their counterparts in the
peninsula, will find it increasingly
difficult to survive.
Although UMNO Sabah is open
to non-Muslim bumiputeras., it is no
secret that it is essentially focusing its
attention on the Muslims. The PBS
is increasingly identified as a Christian-led party and accused of discrimination against Muslims. Hence
Muslims, it is argued, must rally be..
hind UMNO to defend Muslim
rights. Those who do not do so have
been, and will be subjected 10 even
more verbal abuse.
Similarly one can predict that the
MCA will be calling for Chinese
unity. Ethnic politics, apparently,

will be conducted as usual.
And Akar, accepted into the
Barisan to provioe an alternative for
those non-Muslim bumiputeras who
are .uncomfortable with joining
UMNO, in time, will emerge as the
non-Muslim bumiputera component
party. Alternatively, a weakened
PBS, preferably devoid of Muslim,
though not necessarily Chinese support, might also be allowed back into
the Barisan so long as it acknowledges UMNO as the real representative of the Muslim bumiputeras.
But this means undermining the very
essence of PBS as multi-ethnic
party. Whichever the case, ethnic
politics will be brought to new
heights in Sabah.

a

Tlwmy Question ofSabah's

RighJs
Whether the scenario outlined
above will occur or not depends on
the politica.J consciousness and the
staying power of the Sabah elec-

torate.
Are the majority of Sabahans as
narrowly communal as are the
majority of peninsular Malaysians ?
Thus far, the indications arc that
et~ough of them have been adequately aware and concerned about the
larger issues of justice and
democracy including the question of
a fair deal for Sabah vis-a-vis the
federal government, and clean and
responsible government. Thus allhough Bcrjaya had been in power for
some 10 years and had the hacking of
the federal Barisan government,
nonetheless, the Sabah people rallied
behind the newly formed PBS in the
1985 polls. During the following
months there occwred an attempted
coup by Harris Salleh and Mustapha
to seize power unconstitutionally, a
series of demonstrations and riots involving opposition leaders, and
bombings. Despite much pressure
from Dr Mnhathir that the PBS form
a coalition government with USNO
and Berjaya a Ia peninsula-style
politics, the PBS leaders opted to go
to the polls instead.

The faith of the PBS in the people
was vindicated. Its performance in
the 1986 elections was even more
spectacular than before. Apparently,
Sabahans were able to push aside
their narrow communalism and unite
together in pursuit of higher and
universal goals like multi-ethnic
cooperation, justice and democracy,
and clean and responsible government The question of Sabah's rights
was also an important consideration.
That was the high point of popular
support for the PBS.
Thereafter problems developed
for the PBS. By seeking and then
gaining acceptance into the Barisan.
it compromised itself and the principles of justice and democracy,
which it had so strongly advocated
only recently, by supporting federal
legislations like the amendments to
the Oflicial Secrets Act, and the mass
arre!.ts conducted under Opernsi La!lang. That lost it some support.
Apparently, irregularities also
occured in the conduct of government economic activities thereby
leading to widespread rumours of
corruption in high office, investigations by the federal authorities, and
charges being filed in court against
certain PBS leaders subsequently.
Again, enthusiasm for the PBS
waned.
Finally, the party was accused of
discriminating in favourofKadanms
which ultimately led to the formation
of the splinter group, Akar and apprehension among Muslim quarters
as well.
Because of these accusations and
developments, it became increasingly difficult for the PBS to claim that
it stood for justice and democracy,
and clean and responsible government It was within such a context
that the federal authorities initiated
investigations into corrupt dealings
within the Sabah government mentioned earlier. Still other PBS leaders
were later arrested under the ISA for
alleged involvement in secessionist
activities.
Despite these, the PBS still won
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the 1990 polls handsomely. Apparently, many Sabahans were not
convinced of the ISA allegations and
believed that those detained were
merely articulating a fairer deal for
their state. While not necessarily
denying that corrupt practices might
have occurec:L nonetheless, they also
felt that it was discriminatory of the
federal authorities to charge these
Sabah leaders while remaining silellt
and inactive on more sigmficant
cases of rumoured corrupt practices
elsewhere.
The federal government's moves
therefore backfired. The Kuala
Lumpur authorities were seen as
high-handed and acting unjustly
against Sabah leaders who were
fighting for a fairer deal. Accordingly. the PBS' stance on state rights was
unequivocal in its 1990 state elections manifesto. The same issue featured prominently in the PBS'
decision to quit the Barisan on the eve
of the 1990 general elections.
Despite accusations that the PBS
has been fanning anti-federal sentiments, accusations often laced with
innuendoes that certain PBS leaders
have been advocating secession, in
fact. the pursuit of these rights, at
least from the point of view of most
Sabahans, is politically legitimate.
The demand that the federal
authorities act efficiently to control
and halt illegal immigration from
Philippines and Indonesia; that more
Sabahans be employed especially at
the the upper echelons of the federal
bureaucracy; that Sabah be accorded
a larger percentage than the current
5% of oil revenue taken out of the
state; etc. are all seen to be in line with
the Twenty Points outlining the basis
of Sabah's participation in Malaysia
in 1963. (I have elaborated on this
matter in A/iran Monthly (10:8

1990).
In their minds the question of the
PBS or any other party fanning antifederal sentiments docs not arise.
For one, they consider Sabah to be an
integral part of Malaysia Moreover,
these are issues that go back to the

1960s. The sole difference is that
there are many more educated middleclass Sabahans around today.
Thus the numbers capable of articulating what these rights imply are
that many more. In this regard, it is
significant that all the political parties
which contested in the last state elections supported the pursuit of these
rights in one form or another. Thus
the problem, as they see it, is a political one. Kuala Lumpur-Kota
Kinabalu relations have worsened
ever since the Barisan federal
govenunent's partner. Betjaya. was
defeated by the PBS. The situation
worsened through differences on
how to solve problems as they occurred. For instance, whereas PBS
required that Harris and Mustapha be
charged for their involvement in the
attempted coup the federal government did nothing of that sort. Dr
Mahathir was also angry with the
PBS when it rejected his proposal to
set up a coolition government in 1986
foUowing rioting. The latest of these
political differences is of COW"SC the
PBS' withdrawal from the Barisan.
Thus although accused of having
abandoned its original stances vis-avis multi-ethnic cooperation,
democracy and justice, clean and
responsible government, and encountering even greater pressures
from the Barisan federal government, nonetheless, the PBS continued to hold its own in the 1990
state elections. Apart from its superior potitical machinery and its incumbency, it was its unequivocal
stand on Sabah's rights that brought
it victory.
In conclusion. the entry of
UMNO wiU certainly pose a greater
challet~ge to the PBS. It wiU also
result in greater communalic;ation of
potitics in the state. But UMNO
Sabah's fortunes will also depend on
its stance with regards to the popular
issue of Sabah's rights vis-a-vis the
federal government. What will it be
? And how wiU the national UMNO
leadership rcspood?
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Universal Spiritual Values

THE NON-VIOLENCE
OF THE BRAVE
I would like to share w1th you
the relevance of Gandhi to our
present day situation, living in
the rruddle of the nuclear and
mass destructive age and living
day by day with continuing
environmental disasters.

Spiritual death
t was James W. Douglass who
stated that the greatest power
which nuclear weapons have
ts then power to kill us spiritually.
'Nuclear weapons have the power
of spiritual death so long as we
despatr at overcoming their phystcal
and political power'. " The problem
is not the atom-bomb, but the heart
of the people" - a w1se thought
by Albert Einstein. Nuclear
weapons, if I take one category of
weapons, are killing people long
before they are exploded . They are
killing us through radiation
poisoning, through the entire
weapons production cycle from the
mining of uranium in Australia
to the testing of the weapons in
the Pacific or in Nevada or in t he
Sovtet Union. We all know that
little Indian children are playing on
their reservations and are breat hing
the radioactive taihngs from
uranium mining as they are
whipped from the waste pile by
the winds. And we know what is
happening every time the French
government makes another nuclear
test in the Pacific.
Another way the weapons are
killing people right now, right this
very minute, is through misplaced
use of resources. While hundreds
of billtons of dollars are still going
toward preparation for war, people
are starving by the millions. We
must realize every single day that
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PETRA KELLY, the most
outstanding spokesperson for
the Green movement, has
helped build an alternative
philosophy of thought and
action. She has not only
drawn heavily from the
thoughts of Mahatma Gandhi,
but has been instrumental
in spreading Gandhi's message
of Truth and Non-violence
throughout the world.

"The problem
is not the atombomb, but the
heart of the

people."

17 million children from the
poorest countries under 5 years of
age die every single year. That is
comparable to the World War II
' Holocaust' happening over and
over again every 47i months. As I
state this, a child is dying every two
seconds. Millions more people
are dying because they cannot
obtain the necessities of life. As
Robert Aldridge stated in hts book

First Strike:
'Something has to be dead
within us to allow the gross
injustices o n this planet to
continue.'
We all know from our work
within the Peace Movement that
the real harm for nuclear weapons
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and other mass destructive weapons
is that they are killtng us sprritually.
Psychologists refer to this as
'psychic numbmg'.

Gandhi's idea
As we are facing a cnsis of
civili?ation on this planet Earth,
there is more and more attention
being paid to Gandht's ideas on
non-vtolence.
Gandhi drew in part on Lmerson
and Thoreau Mahatma Gandhi
played for example a signtficant
role in connecting the essay of
Thoreau on 'Civil Disobedience'
with non-violent resistance m
Africa and India. Martin Luther
King (J r) then agam was inspued
very much by what Mahatma
Gandhi has writen . and cited these
ideas often dunng the civil nghts
movements of the 1960s. It was
at that time that I studted tn the US
and was able to witness the strengt h
ofnon-vtOience and tts creative power
within the civil rights and other
social movements.
Let me quote from Martm
Luther King (J r) (Stride toward

Freedom:
'I had about concluded that the
etlucs of Jesus were only
effecuve tn indivtdual
relationships. The 'Turn the
other cheek' philosophy and the
'Love your enemies' philosophy
were only valid, I felt, when
indtviduals were in conflict
with other individuals; when
racial groups and nations were
in conflict a more realistic
a pproach seemed necessary.
But after reading Gandhi, I
saw how utterly mistaken I was.
Gandhi was probably the first
person in history to lift the

love ethic of Jesus above mere
Interaction between individuals
to a powerful and effective
social force on a large scale.'
The spiritual dimensions of nonViolence as seen by Gandhi and
as lived by Gandhi are to me most
important. Gandhi furnly believed
that non-violence is actually more
natural to men and women than
violence. His doctrines built on his
confidence in humankind's natural
disposition to love. Let me just
quote a few thoughts of Gandhi
on non-violence :
'Democracy can only be saved
through non-violence, because
democracy, so long as it is
sustained by violence, cannot
provide for or protect the
weak. My notion of democracy
is that under it the weakest
should have the same
opportunity as the strongest.
This can never happen except
through non-violence.'
This is probably the biggest
challenge - how to have democracy
without any use of violence and
that means also the question of
how to start reducing the violence
that can be exercised in the name
of the state, for example through
the police forces.
I feel that we have no place
inside government sharing power
and exercising it on others when
we are trying to transform
government toward becoming more
and more non-v10lent. J oining

violent forces cannot be the way
when in fact we are trying to
transform them. Thus I adhere
to those who believe we should
remain a creative, non-violent,
decentral1sed and pacifist party/
movement in opposition of
government that does not fall into
the trap of grasping for old,
traditional power as the established
parties have done. In the future
there might come a day in time
when we try to practice Green
Utopia in government - but that
would be quite a transformed
type of government, not to be
compared to models we have today.
We will need much patience, much
perseverance if we take this path.

"We all know that
little Indian children
are playing on their
reservations and are
breathing the
radioactive tailings
from uranium mining
as they are whipped
from the waste pile
by the winds."

"Democracy can
only be saved
through
non-violence,
because democracy,
so long as it is
sustained by
violence, cannot
provide for or protect
the weak."

Thoughts of Gandhi
Here is a wise thought of
Gandhi :
' I know that the progress of
non-violence is seemingly a
terribly slow progress. But
experience has taught me, it
is the surest way to the conunon
goal.'
And another thought:
'Non-violence cannot be
preached. It has to be practised .'
I would like to share with you
some more thoughts of Gandhi
which have inspired me to continue
to press for a greater spiritual,
non-violent dimension within the
Green Party. Gandhi:
Jesus was the most active
resister known perhaps to
history. This was non-violence

par excellence. '
But then there are also those
quotes and thoughts of Gandhi
which sometimes are misused in
the political debate. I will
share one of them with you :
If the people are not ready for
the exercise of the non-violence
of the brave, they must be
ready for the use of force in
self-defence. There should be
no camouflage .. . it must never
be secre1.
And one further quote which
has been misused :
'It is better to be violent, if there

Gllndhi labow·
ing at his primiUvewooden

spinning

wheel, genlle
symbol of his
challenge to
the Age of lm·
perlalism.
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"Something

h•wbedNd
within ua&o
allow the
grouinjueticea on this
planet 1o continue."

is violence in our hearts, than
to put on the cloak of nonviolence to cover impotence.
Violence is any day preferable
to impotenee. There is hope
for a violent man to become
non-violent. There is no such
hope for the impotent.
And Gandhi added:
' I want the non-vtolence of the
weak (many) to become the
non-violence of the brave. It
may be a dream, but I have to
strive for its realitation.'
At times, militant so-called
'autonomous groups' who have
moved away from the practice
of non-violence have misused some
of the thoughts of Mahatma
Gandhi to justtfy the1r using
violence at demonstrations against
police and often also against
demonstrators who are trymg to

be a buffer-zone in such situations.
I have heard such justifications
coming out of the so-called
'autonomous black block' - I
feel that we must acttvely d1scuss
with those people resorting to
violence at demonstrations so as
to convince them that their path
is wrong. Completely wrong! And
we must have hope that they will
see eventually that VIOlence begets
v1olence. Vwlence ts no solution
at all in a society attemptmg to
become peaceful. A society which
tries to become peaceful must
learn. as Gandhi has written. that
non-violence is impossible without
humility.
One other key thought of
Gandhi is the following. 'Nonviolence that merely offers
civil resistance to the authorities
and goes no further scarecely
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deserves the nalllt:: alzimsa ... to
quell riots non-violently, there
must be true ahimsa in one's
heart, an ahimsa that takes
even the Ernng Hooligan m its
warm embrace.'
What Gandhi is speaking about
ts a non-violent way of life - a way
of life holding steadfastly to guarding
and dedicatmg one's life to Him God. Gandhi stated that truth and
non-viOlence are not possible
without a living belief in God,
meaning a self-existent, allknow mg. livmg force which mheres
in every other force known to the
world and whtch depends on none.
and which will live. when all other
forces may conceivably perish
or cease to act.
The thought of Gandhi that
relates so directly to our nuclear
age is the followmg.

'In this age of the atom-bomb
unadulaterated non-violence
is the only force that can
confound all the tricks of
violence put together.'

A way of life
Gandh1 never envisaged a tactical
non-violence confined to one area
of life or to an isolated movement.
His non-violence IS a creed wtuch
embraces all of life m a consistent
and logical network of obligations.
One cannot be violent for example
m inter-personal relatiOns and
non-violent w1th regard to
conscription and war. rurt '·~r more,
the means and the ends must
be parallel. One cannot achieve a
JUSt end w1th injust means.
Genuine non-violence means
not only no n-<;ooperation w1th
glaring social evils, but also the
renunciation ofbenefits and
privileges that are guaranteed
implicitly by forces which
conscience cannot accept. Many
times we have had ttus bitter
discussion whether non-violence
IS a tactic or rather a way of life.
Unless we adhere to the belief
that non-violence is also a way
of life. we will lose our credibility.
I would like to mention the
movement 'Swords into
ploughshares' in the US. a group
of committed Catholic activists
who have lived so exemplary 111
the tradition of Gandhi. The
'Swords into ploughshares' Group,
among them Philip and Daniel
Berrigan, Sister Anne Montgomery
and many others. speak out the
truth against injustice through
symbolic acts of civtl disobedience
in weapon-factories. Such nonviolent acts of resistance, states
Sr Montgomery, can be literally
'disarming'. The 'Swords into
ploughshares' Group in planning
their actions are experimenting
in truth. The truth of our times
1s that we are facing a crisis
unprecedented in history: the
potential destruction of the
human race and the earth itself.
As Sr Anne Montgomery writes:
'We act in community; we act
in love. we act in hope. We do
not compromtse the truth that
all life is sacred; all killing is

wrong; that spiritual death IS
worse than the death of our
bodies.'
Gandh i was much mspired by
Jesus, llis Sermon on the Mount,
by the writings of Thoreau, Ruskin
and Tolstoy Gandhi's practtcal
application of all these thoughts
in the social and political spheres
was his own, very special
contribution. Gandhi had
developed forms of civil
disobedience, forms of noncooperation and fasung much
further than aryone had before
as a set of conscious political
tools. Gandhi not only developed
their pobtical effectiveness, but
also earned their non-violence
to an extreme. No physical or
mental harm was to be inflicted
on the opponent. Physical coercion
was ruled out. Even secrecy was
renounced - the opponent was
informed of all planned moves.
One of the most important
elements of Gandhi's philosphy
was to willingly accept suffering.
This self-sacrifice is meant to
arouse the opponent's
conscience and finally bring
about a change of heart.
Gandhi stated:
I do not believe m the doctrine
of the greatest good for the
greatest number. The only real ,
dignified, human doct rine is
the greatest good for all.

Message of non-violence
One of the most important
areas of research for us has been
the Gandhian idea of non-violent,
civilian defence- using non-violent
and nop.-cooperation methods
to resist foreign invasion or a
putsch from within. We have much
still to be hopeful for, when I
think about New Zealand having
turned completely anti-nuclear
and a peace navy there having
blocked port entry of nucleararmed warships and submarines.
When I think about Leek Walesa
and the struggle of his Polish
Solidarnosc movement, and when
I think about the native people
of Norway who have blocked the
construction of a dam that would
have flooded their homeland.
I also think about American Indians
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Ghandl, phophet of nonviolence.

.

t:l>tablishmg camps in the Black
Hills of South Dakota - on land
illegally taken from their ancestors
by the US government. And I
thmk about a peace centre in
Jerusalem which is reconcilirlg Jews
and Arabs, while offering nonviolent action as an alternative to
violence. So the circles are ever·
widening: and more and more
people are becoming ready to hear
the message of non-v1olence.
Let me conclude with this
last anecdote :
On the night before his death,
according to his grandniece, Gandhi
told her that if he were to die of
sickness. she should tell all the
world, he was a false Mahatma .
'And if an explosion took place
as it did last week. or if someone
shot at me and I received his
bullet in my bare chest without
a sigh and with Rarna 's name
on my lips, only then should
you say [was a true Mahatma.'
The next day, on the 30 January
1948, Gandhi, walking to his prayer
meeting, was shot by a fellow
Hmdu, and died calling o n the
name of Rama. Gandhi died
without anger and without fear ,
exactly as he had taught.

Extracted from The Other Side
January 1989

'What comes from 1he lips ruches ile ear.
'What comes fran !he '-to reaches 1he heart."

Arab PI'Oierb

Heart to Heart

Taking Care of Our Own Kind ...

E

ach Ramadan sees one well-

meaning group after another
calling on the two Muslim orphanages in Penang with gifts, cakes,
sweets and other foodstuff.
The groups range from religious
organisations to individuals and even
big corporations who came with instamatic cameras to record the event
for their company inhouse
magazines.
The weeks before the recent Hari
Raya Puasa were no differe'lt.
The poor (or should we say
lucky) orphans in the two orphanages
were the recipients of "sponsored
dinners" virtuallly every night The
children enjoyed dinners sponsored
by women's groups, politicians,
banks and so on.
Many of these groups and individuals even made sure that othcss
knew of theirkindness by inviting the
reporters and photographers along.
Although such acts of charity and
thoughtfulness to the less fortunate
are to be encouraged, one cannot, but
experience a iittle niggling doubt
about the natw'e of the giving.
That the recipients arc entirely
Muslim and largely Malay is to be
expected. But the givers too, were
largely Malay and Muslim, with one
or two exceptions in the case of the
corporate givers.
Such trends during other
religious and cultural festivities such
as Chinese New Year and Deepavali
are just as clear and disturbing.
We fmd Chinese-based guilds
and associations pressing gifts and
angpows onto Chinese recipients
(except in one particular case where
a Chinese politician donned a dhoti
to visit old folks dwing Deepavali and he looked absurd).

The line of thinking seems to be:
I take care of my own kind, you take
care of your own kind. The bottom
line appears to be some sort of ethnic
charity where one thinks only of
one's own community.
It is not that one does not have
some kind of feeling for the suffering
of those from another ethnic group.
The attitude rather, is that their
misery is not our responsibility
despite acknowledging the fact that
we are all Malaysians.
An active office-bearer of a local
Chinese group, when asked why his
organization did not make any multi-

racial gestures by responding to disadvantaged Malay groups during
Raya, replied rather aggressively:
"Why should we? The Government
is already doing more than enough
for them!"
While such perceptions of injustice on the part of the ruling party may
not be entirely true, it is undeniable
that certain blatant instances of abuse
have created ethnic divides that permeate even the very universal issue
of reoching out a hand to those worse
off than us. +

I hear so many condemn
these men because
they were so few.
When were the good
and the brave
ever in a majority?
-Henry David Thoreau
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LETTERS

We welcome letters from readers. These letters may be edted for purposes
of space md clarity. The \tiews moy not be those of Alran Monttiy Pseuc:Jo..
nyms are accepted but all letters should include the writer's nane and
ad<;tess.Letters~dpreferablybetypewrittenwfthdouble-spoclng;lfhand·

written they shotJd be legible.
Letters should be adctesaed to the
Editor

Alilllll Monchly
P. 0. Box 1049
10830 Penang
MALAYSIA

JEWS AND ZIONISM

I

found two of the letters published
in the last issue of the Aliran
Monthly very disturbing. I refer to the
letters from Samuel of Ipoh and
Aainaa-RidiZ A.R. of Pctaling Jaya
I found them disturbing because of
their willingness to accept whatever
was congenial to their beliefs as
truth.
Allow me to first deal briefly with
the letter from Aainaa-Ridtz A.R. It
is unbecoming and unnecessary to
quote from Henry Ford's The International Jew to criticise contemporary Zionism. Fust of all, Henry
Ford was a rxist anti-Jew as weU as
a ruthless employer. Secondly, the
Protocols of the Elders of Zion is
known to be the cubnination of a
series of forgeries by European antiJewish elements, the very same elements who, by their persecution of
European Jewry, helped to boost the
Zionist movement, and hence the formation of Israel.
I believe that we should make a
clear and principled distinction between Jews and Zionism. Many Jews
are not Zionists and are opposed to
the behaviour of the Zionists. One
example would be Professor Noom
Chomsky of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. On the other
hand, many non-Jews are supporters
of the Zionist cause, most notably all
American governments since the formation of Israel..

We do not need Henry Ford nor
forgeries to oppose Zionism. The
record of Zionism is sufficiently clear
for all those honest enough to enquire
into it. Which brings me to the letter
by Samuel of Ipoh.
First of all, Samuel wishes to
equate the Jews of biblical times with
the present occupants of Israel. This
is bad history. He should enquire into
the record of contemporary Israel, a
creation of colonialism. It is a record
of brulality, murder and dispossession towards the Palestinians, both
Muslims and Christians. It is also a
record of discrimination against the
so- called Oriental Jews.
Secondly, he should beware of
quoting the Old Testament to support
positions he wishes to adopt One can
quote the Old Testament to prove
almost anything, provided one
quotes selectively without regard to
context For example, if I wished to
portray Jews as natural usw-ef, I coukl
quote the Old Testament to show that
Jews were enjoined not to take interest from other Jews but were free to
do so wilh others. One could also
quote to show how the Jews continually transgressed the injunctions
of their God, and that one of their
punishments was the captivity in
Babylon. Therefore, one could argue
that Nebuchadnczzar was doing the
will of God.
One could also cite the New Testament as having abrogated the Old
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Testament and the position of lhe
Jews as the "chosen people". Or one
could cite St Augustine who
described how the "chosen people"
were transformed into the sons of
Satan. And so on.
Thirdly, the Old Testament is not
necessarily an accurate guide to history. Itsaccountofevents was written
down hundreds of years later and
specifiCally from a Jewish point of
view. The cuount in Daniel on the
conquest and destruction of Babylon
was written down some 300 years
after the event Thus, to take some
minor points, the conqueror of
Babylon was not Darius the Mcde but
King Cyrus himself, and Belshazzar
was neither Nebuchadne:zzar's son

nor successor.
If we are indeed interested in the
truth, lhen we have to be prepared to
take the narrow difficult road and use
the intelligence and senses that have
been given to us to investigate what
the facts of the matter arc. Reliance
on extracting quotes
that are
palatable to pre-determined beliefs is
hardly the way to truth. It is instead
the broad, easy but misguided road to
prejudice.
KhooKhayJin
SOCIAL SCIENCES. USM,
PENANG

CHINESE- EDUCATED
DIFFERENT

F

rancis Loh Kolc Wah's article
on Malaysians' perspective of
the Gulf War has some insights.
However, like other westerneducated scholars, he has not delved
into the thinking of the "Chinese"
educated majority of the nonMalaysian population. The Chinese
in Malaysia are primarily educated in
Chinese(SRJK ) schools. They read
Chinese dailies plus a variety of journals and periodicals from Hong
Kong, Taiwan, China etc. I am swe
that China's position and rationale in

abstaining from Resolution 678 in
the UN Secwity Council w~ widely
lrnown to them. I am also certain that
if they were at all "pro-US", their
reasons differed from their westerneducated counterparts. Indeed. both
groups quite often differ over important moral/political /cultural and
even international issues. Just to
quote one example: the Chinese-educated generally hold that the US invaded Vietnam, while the
English-educated saw US as defending democracy!
In any case the "Chinese-educated" in Malaysia are also grouped
differently by different scholars.
Therefore, I' U strongly recommend that Dr Loh and also Aliran
~nd serious efforts trying to "dissect" the anatomy of Chinese
Malaysians and not simply lump
them together in 'stereotyped' packages.
HooKe Ping
KUALA LUMPUR

THE WORLD'S BIGGEST
BULLY

S

ince World War ll , the US has
engaged in three major international wars i.e. the Korean War, the
Vietnam War and the Gulf War. In
the Korean War, North Korea and
China, two poor backward Third
World counbies, fought a multinational force led by the mighty US to
a stalemate. In the Vietnam War,
Vietnam, another poor backward
Third World nation handed the
mighty US a humiliating defeaL In
the Gulf War a multinational force
led by the mighty US bombod the hell
out of Iraq, yet anocher poor country.
One striking feature of the Gulf
War is the haste with which President
Bush signed his orders to General
Colin Powell to commence ferocious
and intense bombing of Iraq. Within
six weeks, the tonnage of bombs
dropped over Irnq had equalled that
dropped ovcrGe¥1llany duimg World
War ll. It was~ though the US was

avenging its defeat in the Vietnam
War. (At the height of that War,
President Johnson had vowed to
bomb "the little yellow people" back
to the stone age but instead suffered
a humiliating defeat at the hands of
those same people.)
The Vietnam War must be one of
the chapters in US history which
Americans would like to forgel But
one suspects that now and then, its
ghost returns to haunt the American
people so much that deep down in the
American national psyche there is a
burning desire to avenge that
humiliating defeat and reassert US
power and domination in the world.
Rambo is symptomatic of that
psyche. President Saddam Hussein
provided the golden opportunity.
After his recent mission to Iraq to
survey humanitarian needs, UN
Under Secretary-General Martti
Ahtissari in his report on the effects
of the intensive bombing of Iraq by
the US-led alliance said:
''The recent conflict has wrought
near-apocalyptic results upon the infrastmcture of what had been, until
January 1991, a rather highly urbanized and mechanized society."
The Iraqi people may soon face a
further imminent catastrophe, which
could include epidemic diseases and
famine, if massive life-supporting
needs are not rapidly mel
Nothing that we had seen or read
had quite prepared us for the particular form of devastation which has
now befallen the country.
Iraq has, for some time to come,
been relegated to a pre- industrial
age, but with all the disabilities of
post-industrial dependency on an intensive use of energy and lechnology."
Apart from the physical destruction, thousands of innocent Iraqi
citizens must have been killed or injured, judging from the intensity and
quantity of bombs dropped
So what President Johnson had
failed to do in Viemam, President
Bush succeeded in Iraq.
When the euphoria of the military
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victory has subsided, Americans
should ask themselves what they, as
a people, have achieved in terms of
human relations with the people of
the Third World. A White House
spolcesman was reported to have said
that, once the war was over,
Americans would become more
popular. Which makes one wonder
about American values. Can
Americans honestly believe they
would become more popular after
reading what the Under SecretaryGeneral had to say in his report to the
UN?
Americans sometimes wonder
why their country is disliked despite
it having done so moch for the rest of
the world. The ansv.er can be found
in their government's foreign
policies. So often theJI leaders formulate policies or make decisions for
immediate political gain or expediency or with a view to seeking
hegemony over another country,
regardless of the effect of those
policies or decisions on the lives or
the ordinary people of the country
affected, or their opinion or feelings.
The American invasion of Grenada
and Panama are examples. The Gulf
War is just another example. Despite
the official claptrnp about the liberation of Kuwait and the rcstor.ttion of
democracy (of which there was none
in Kuwait to speak of, to begin with}.
We alllrnow that the aim of the US
was to secure for itself and its
Western allies a steady supply of
cheap oil from the Middle East.
Many people in the Third World,
however, see another objective of the
US in prosecuting the war, and that
is, to crush Iraq for daring to oppose
US domination in the Middle East. as
can be seen from the number of Iraqis
killed {reported to be about IOO,CXX>
soldiers, figures for civilians not yet
available} and the destruction
wreaked on Iraq by the US-led coalition. All of this was quite unnecessary as sanctions were already
wOOcing, although President Bush,
for obvious reasons, had to announce
that they were not.

Perhaps it is part of the American
psyche to seek to dominate others.
Whatever it is, Americans must realize that despite their wealth, power,
technological achievements, the aid
it pours into some Third World
countries and the pervasive influence
of American cultw'e e.g. Superman ,
pop music and jeans, the US as a
nation is not going to endear itself to
many ordinary people in the Third
World (or even in Europe, for that
matter) until it sheds its brash ugly
image and mellows.
Meanwhile, while Bush calls
Saddam the "village bully", in the
eyes of many Third World citizens,
the US is the world's biggest bully,
now that the other world bully, the
Soviet Union, has stopped flexing its
muscles.

Third World Citizen
JOHORBARU

DON'T CALL CHANDRA
"IMPRUDENT'
ersonally I do n~tseeeyetoeye
with people who refer to others
as imprudent. I knew Dr Chandra a')
a ~hoot boy in Bedong who hails
from a well respected and reputed
family in Kedah. Dr Chandra ha')
always held steadfastly to the principle "justice must be done".
1 refer to the letter by Michael
D'Oiiveiro (AM, Vol. 11 No. 2)
which made interesting reading.
Even though I am in my twilight
days(74 +) yet I am not qualified, for
that matter no one is, to refer to
anyone else as prudent or imprudent
But every one has his right of
opinion.
In his letter, D'Oliveriro quotes
President John F Kennedy. I agree
that all countries which arc independent would wish to remain so and
not to be subjugated by other
countries.
According to D'Oliveiro the US
has always been in a war to stop
something- namely aggression. This
motive is very commendable be-

P

cause one plays the part of liberatorthis is something unique. The crime
committed by President Saddam was
aggression in unjustly occupying
Kuwait. Yes, it was blatant aggression and on the orders of the UN, the
US retaliated. Certainly no one condones or commends Saddam's action. He seems to be a fanatical,
megalomaniacal ruler. But since the
UN has acted in the same manner as
Saddam, it is equally insane. It
didn't value hwnan life when it sanctioned the use of force. Both Bush
and Saddam were blinded by the urge
to dominate.
If the invasion of Kuwait by Iraq
was aggression what would one term
the invasion ofPanama and Grenada
by the US, Falkland Islands by
Britain, Afghanistan by the Soviet
Union, Tibet by China and the unjust
occupation of Palestine by the
Zionists?
Setting aside all other invasions
carried out by the superpowers which
Michael D'Oliveiro probably thinks
is non-aggression, let us consider the
question of Palestine and Tibet. The
land rightly belonging to the Palestinians has been unjustly occupied by
the Zionists. Neither the UN nor the
US has taken any concrete action to
oust the Zionists because they are
close friends oflsrael. Was there no
aggression in this case? Tibet a
country of peaceful people with no
expansionist motives was unjustly
annexed by China. Its ruler, till today,
is living in a foreign land. What have
the UN and US, the so-called
liberators, dor.~ to bring back the
ruler to his own country? Nothing.
Were these crimes of the Zionists and
China "non-aggresion" while Irnq's
invasion was aggression? Where is
Justice, sir?
Ironically, all the superpowers involved in aggression are presently
members of the Security Council
which is dominated by the US.
Therefore it is not wrong to conclude
that the UN is America and America
is the UN wherejustice docs not seem
to prevail.
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I wonder why when the UN sanctioned the use offorce to oust Irnq out
of Kuwait. the Americans alone took
the initiative to go to war and not the
other superpowers like the Soviet
Union, Britain and France? The US
is prepared to go to war with any
other country because they have the
fullest confidence that their country
will not be carpet-bombed and
civilians will not be killed while they
wreak havoc in other countries.
Fmally, let it be known to all including Bush, Saddam and other dictatorial and corrupt leaders and
statesmen, that nobody on this earth
was born a ruler or king. It is through
people's power that God bestows on
the individual the privilege to serve
the people who put him in power. If
honour, truth and sincerity arc not
with the ruler of a country, where
then can we fmd them? Justice must
be done irrespective of the party
committing the aggression.
K V Velautham
KUALA LUMPUR

OKAY FOR DEVELOPED
NATIONS TO DOMINATE
OTHERS

S

uddenly I realized that it is okay
for the world's rich, technologically advanced and benevolent
countries to domina\e the world.
Take, for example, school
prefects. The prefects arc chosen
from honest, kind and polite students
to dominate and police the ~hools.
Similarly, the US allows honest,
kind and intelligent people from
around the world. irrespective of ethnic origin and religion, to take up US
citizenship. So, the US ends up as
"prefect" of the world. Why not?
Why not let the rich and well
developect countries dominate the
world as long as they are kind and
benevolent.
I will be the fust to oppose if a
Hitler-type racist regime or monoethnic country like China dominates
the world.

A country that qualifies to
dominate -the world must be:
*multi-ethnic
* multi-religious
* an advocate of human rights
*made up of benevolent and kind
citizens
* non-chauvinistic
Hence, article 30 of Aliran' s
basic Jrinciples should be changed to
read "The World can be dominated
by superpowers as long as these superpowers are kind, benevolent intelligent and not prone to evil." '
LeeHooEng
SUNGEI PATANI

AURAN MONTHLY:
DISGRACEFUL
JOURNALISM

Y

our last issue which focussed
on the Gulf War (AM Vol. 11

No.2) was disgraceful ... biased journalism at its worst. Please send the
~losed Aliran Monthly subscription renewal fonn back to me when
your magazine has regained its composure and objectivity.
David Hashim
Malaysia

DISAPPOINTING
IMPRESSIONS

I

would like to make a few comments with reference to "Understanding the Gulf War ..." (of Vol. II
No.2).
I. It is, generally speaking, an
enlightening article about the background of the issues involved and the
main people involved in the conflict.
2. It brings out clearly the
manipulation by the United States of
A the Gulf States and of the United
Nations Security Council.
3. It tells of the powec and influence of the mass media and how it
was abused.
4. It also tells us something about

the Arab Royal families: many of
them are either poor examples as
Muslim rulers, or they are selfish or
just plain scared.
5. However I also got some disappointing impressions:
* the writer shows some bias
against the Jews(l cannot make out
whether he is against an extreme
fonn of :zionism or against Jews as a
whole).
* he condemns the Western
media totally (much of what I had
learnt about the paranoia of Israel for
security & its nuclear power has been
through the Western press, defmitely
NOT from our Malaysian ones.)
* his statement about non-Muslim Malaysians, "... a lot of them
don' t see anything wrong ..." is a
sweeping one and docs not tell much
leaving a bad taste in the mouth.
These from someone of Dr
Chandra's stature saddens me.
Thanks and May God Bless you
& Aliran.

JoeM
KEDAH

Editor's note

1) It is a calumny to suggest that
"the writer shews some bias against
the Jews". Dr Chandra has made it
crystal clear that the opposition to
Israel is opposition to Zionism. It is
Zionist ideology with its chauvinism
and racism and its goal of expansionism and domination which is the

issue.
2) Chandra does not condemn
"the Western media totally". In all
his articles on the Gulf conflict, he
criticises the biased attitude of the
mainstream Western media.
3) "Aiotofthem" {non-Muslims]
does not mean all non-Muslim
Malaysians or even a majority of
them. WhaJ it means is that a substantial segment of the non-Muslim
populaJion "does not see anything
wrong in the United States move to
perpetuate its control and dominance
of West Asia". Many people would
agree that this is an accurate depic-
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tion of non-Muslim sentiment on the
Gulf War.

•

t

A saviour for the
Palestinians: Why not Vasser
Arafat?

IS SADDAM STILL A
HERO?
This is an open letter to Dr
Chandra Muzaffar and I sincerely
hope he would take the time to
answer my questions with a sincere
heart

1) The Gulf War has set your
heart on fue against the USA as you
are a Muslim and all those who are
not Muslims are considered ' Kafll'.
Do you think that we. the non-Muslims, support the USA just because
we are from a certain religion?
2) You talk as if Saddarn is the
sole saviour of the Middle East and
that only Saddam can give the Palestinians their country back. What
about the leader Yasser Arafat? Have
you lost faith in him?
3) The Gulf War~ revealed
many things and ~ caused a very

deep concern about the non-Muslims
in Malaysia. Do you think they have
any right to hold on to what they think
is right or must they accept what is
dictated them?
4) Now that the Gulf War is over
and Saddam have been given a
chance, do you think Saddam is still
the hero of the Middle East?
5) Your magazine has carried a
Jot of messages to the people of
Malaysia. I myself have been following it reading it for more than seven
years. Can the Monthly survive now
as you only talk about one topic. You
know what I am trying to say...?
6) H possible can you change
your magazine's name and have
some name that reflects its contents
which is just a lot of 'bullshit'?
7) Will you consider us as stupid
fools for supporting Aliran all this
while?
TruJh Seeker
PARITBUNTAR

Dr Chandra replies
1) a) My opposition to US
dominance has nothing to do with
religion. It is motivated by a commitment to justice. The few who are
powerful have no right to dictate to
the many who are powerless. The
monopoly of global power by the US
and its allies is bound to cause immense misery to the rest of
Jwmankind.
b) Not all non-Muslims in
Malaysia support the US. There are
many Buddhists. Hindus, Christians
and people of other non-Muslim
faiths in Malaysia who realize that
the Gulf conflict transcends religious
boundaries. Of course. there are also
a lot of non- Muslims who endorse
US action in the Gulf The media,
adulation of the West and the ethnic
situation in our coiUitry may explain
their stand. Let us not forget that
there are also Muslims in Malaysia
who are pro-US.
2) In none of my articles or
speeches have I described Saddamas

the saviour -let alone the sole saviour
- ofWest Asia. Nor have I suggested
at any point that only Saddam can
restore Palestine to the Palestinians.
I discussed Saddam and the Palestinian issue only in the context ofthe
linkage question. Your query about
Yasser Arafat has no bearing on the
subject at hand. Yasser Arafat
remains the leader of the Palestinians - whatever the US may think
of him.
3) Non-Muslims, like Muslims,
should study the Gulf conflict, the
Palestinian struggle , Western
dominance of West Asia and other
related issues in depth and detail.
They should lookfor information and
knowledge from various sources and notjust confine themselves to the
mainstream Western media which is,
on the whole, lop-sided. For a start.
they should read Whose War?
What Peace? Renections on the
Gulf Conflict produced by A/iran,
Geralc Damai and Forum.
4) During the Gulf conflict,
President Saddam Hussein received
massive support from the Arab masses because he was seen as someone
standing up to the dominant forces of
the West with their double standards
and selective morality. That support
may have declined somewhat since
the war but there is still a lot of
sympathy for him in the Arab world.
He is perceived as a victim of
Western manipulation and interference in Arab politics. This does not
mean however that the Arab masses
have a totally IUicritical attitude
towards Saddam. A section of them
have always condemned his ruJhlessness and his tendency to resort to
political violence.
5) It was only Vol. JJ No.2 that
was devoted to the Gulf conflict.
Whenevu there is a major issue
which is the cynosure ofall eyes, we
give it special emphasis in the Monthly. We did that in 1988 when the
assault on the Judiciary captured the
nation's attention. Our editorial
policy however is to include a variety
of themes connected with the basic
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principles that A/iran advocates. Incidentally, the question ofdominance
and control of the international system by a few nation-states is an important aspect of Aliran's Basic
Principles.
6) There is no need to change the
name of our magazine. We continue
to encourage the flow (a/iran) of
ideas. We only hope that our friends
will not close their minds to thisflow.
7) You have been wise to support
Aliran all this while. I'm sure you
want to remain wise for a long time
to come.

•

CHANDRA'S DOUBLE
STANDARDS
An open letter to Sdr
Chandra Muzaffar

I

am a 20 year-old Chinese
Malaysian college student
presently residing in Petaling Jaya. I
have been reading the Aliran Monthly for over four years now.Let me say
here that I have long admired Aliran
and you for your objective views on
issues, both local and international.
It is \_\lith deep regret though that
I noticed, after reading the past two
issues of AM which covered the Gulf
War, that a lack of objectivity has
crept into the articles featured.
Let me give you an example in
AM Vol. ll No. 2. Page 3. It was a
lucid article designed to clarify the
confusion swrounding the Gulf War
(in your own words) but it has disturbed me somewhat. While you
condemn the US for practising
double standards and being a
hypocrite in general, you also seem ·
to be justifying Saddam Hussein's
actions in spite of saying you arc not
pro- Saddam.
An example of your own double
standards and self contradictory style
of writing would be your answer to
Question 4 in that article. You admit
that Saddam has imprisoned dissidents, tortured them even, used
chemical weaponsag~tbnn,e~.

yet you say he is not a tyrant You
P .S.I still have a lot ofadmirationfor
you .. I only disagree with you this
have condemned our own Prime
time ..
Minister as a tyrant for lesser evils.
Let me remind you that the dictionary
defines tyrant as "a ruler who
Lesliel.Au
governs oppressively or brutally".
PEfAllNGJAYA
That, in my rnin<L is certainly what
Saddam is. Instead. you have highlighted the fact that Saddam has
Dr Chandra clarifies
provided the basic needs for his
people and has built a good inTo start with, it is not true that/
frastructW'e for Iraq. So what? He is
have condemned "ow Prime Ministill a tyrant.
ster as a tyrant." I have described his
Another matter which disturbed
political style as autlwritarian; I
me was your answer to Question 6.
have criticised various attempts by
Let me quote the last seven lines of
him to mppress dissent; I have acyour clarification on Iraq' s " un- . cused him of political repression on
provoked" attack on Israel, "It is
certain occasions. But I have not
liberation. It is part of the long and
once called him a tyrant, either in my
valiant struggle to liberate not only
writings or in my speeches.
PaJest.inian land but the whole of the
Since I regard 'tyrant' as a term
Arab world from American and
with lwrrific implications, I would
Western dominance and control".
hesitate to use it against a leader
You are justifying Iraq's use of force
wlw, in spite ofeverything, has made
- but aren' t you of the opinion that
strenous efforts to improve the sociowar is wrong whatever the intentions
economic status of his people and
or purported intentions? Shouldn't
wlw, whatever his slwrtcomings, has
problems be settled amicably
sought ro protect and enhance rhe
through talks and negotiations i.e.
independence and inregrity of his
peaceful means. These are some of
country, against overwhelming odds.
the arguments you have used in conOf cowse, rhis does not in any way
demning US's actions. But aren't
justify Saddam' s ruthlessness or the
America's intentions purportedly
brutality of his regime, as evinced in
good too in bombing Iraq (ultimately
a number ofepisodes in rhe last 10 or
to liberate Kuwait)? These bombings
15 years.
were crucial for the allied victory.
Besides, we musr be waryoflww
So what if America had ulterior
dominant forces in the West
motives in liberating Kuwait? Yes, it
demonize 'Third World' leaderswlw
pm::tises double-standards. Ask the
clwose to stand up against them. InAmericans, they'll tell you themseldeed, the mainstream Western media
ves. To usc an overly simple analogy,
has been making and unmaJcing
you help friends (Kuwait, Israel), you
tyrants in accordance with the viral
do not help people who condemn you
interesrs it represenrs. Thus, Mao
(Palestinians).
Tse-rung. during all tlwse years when
Let me conclude by saying that I
China was reviled as 'the yellow
do not support all US policies but I
peril' by American policy-maJcers.
did support the US in their involvewas ofren depicted as a tyrant. But
ment in the Gulf Crisis. I agree with
Chiang Kai-shek of Taiwan. wlw
you, though, that the US is not the
massacred dissidents and imbastion and protector of democracy
prisoned opponents, was seldom
but. many times, it is just a bully
presented as a tyrant in the
trying to impose its views on Third
mainstream Western media. SimilarWorld countries. I am sure glad,
ly, Ayatollah Khomeini was almost
though, that it did what it did this time
always projected as a tyrant. On the
orher htlnd, the former Shah of Iran,
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a close ally ofthe US, wlw had killed
rlwusands and tlwusands of dissidenrs right through the sixites and
seventies, was often praised in important American newspapersfor his
firm, decisive leadership. Daniel Ortega, the former Nicaraguan Presidenr wlw tried so hard to establish
his nation on a non--alignedpaJh was
described as a 'petty, lillie tyrant' by
senior US officials while the terrible
repression of the Somoza regime
which Ortega overthrew in a popular
uprising in 1979, was cleverly concealed/rom the general public.lt was
all a question ofwhose side one was
on .
This selective morality. these
double srandards, the lies which help
to perpetuate American and Wesrern
hegemony slwuld be exposed. It is a
pity that you seem prepared to accept
US double standards. Just remember
this Leslie: it is these double standards which have led ro the massacre
of a few million people in differenr
parts ofthe non-Wesrern world -from
Korea and Vietnam through
Lebanon and Iraq to Chile and Argentina.
You have also misunderstood my
descriprion of rhe Palestinian struggle as liberalion.lt is because certain
dominant interests in the US in particular endorse Israeli's illegal occupation of Palestine that every
attempt ro liberare that land is
described as •unprovoked
aggression'. The question ofwherher
one accepts the use of force in rhe
Palestinian struggle is another matter. Asfar as the recent GulfWar was
concerned, A/iran and I adopted an
uncompromising anti-War position
(see for instance 'Our plea - no
War' A/iran Monthly Vol. 11 No. 1).

•

CHANDRA HAD

VINDICTIVE VIEWS ON
GULF WAR

I

am a regular subscn"ber and a
keen follower of the A/iran

------------------------~--=

Monthly. However, your issue Vol.
11 No.2 which contained articles on
the Gulf War distressed me and my
friends. You are very biased and
Chandra Muzaffar was particularly
vindictive in his views on the Gulf
War.
Chandra was, I believe- butl may
be wrong - a non-Muslim until his
conversion.
Saddarn is no saint as everybody
knows. and to say that he is not a
tyrant is absolutely incredible especially for a man of learning like
Chandra.
He seems to forget that Saddam
fought an eight year war with his
neighbour, Iran, and it was be who
started it. He killed Kurds with
chemical weapons too!
Even before the start of the conllict, my friends and I were asking
why the US got involved in this mess
when it was none of their business.
Let Saddam conquer the whole
Arabian peninsula and then Islam
will rise from mediocrity to the
highest level in the world. So be itjf
you want it!
A Non-Muslim Reader
PENANG

GULF WAR: ALIRAN'S
APPROACH ONE-SIDED

I

have "held my pen" for several
issues of Aliran, but following
your latest issue I feel I must write
and protest at Aliran's one-sided approach to the Gulf War. In a nutshell,
your attitude seems to be that because
the Americans have aided and
abetted Zionism and done nothing
about Israel's aggression, it is okay to
be apologetic about the appalling
havoc wreaked by Saddam Hussein,
the atrocities against both the natural
envirorunent and human beings. This
is ~y what "linlcage" means. But
this is a position unworthy of an organization devoted to humane
causes. justice and human rights.
You have for a long while been
implacably opposed to the Malaysian

GovenunentofDrMahathir. But you
cannot deny that Mahathir is an angel
compared to Saddam.
Dr Chandra and his friends
should take a break from villifying
the US and ask themselves instead
why this country has been so successful. Might it not have something to do
with having a free society, in which
people are not afraid to be creative
and adventurous and resourceful?
The US was the first country to set up
a society with democratic rights,
respect for the individual, and an independent judiciary (something
Aliran has been vociferous about in
the last two years). Clearly, such a
society encouraged inventiveness,
and it is doubtful if technological advance could have occurred without
these attributes. Yet many people in
the world, who make use of cars, TV,
radio, and a host of other modern
facilities are fond of reviling the
decadent West.
In a recent publication of Alirnn' s
on the Malaysian Constitution, the
author of one chapter, a PAS member, asserts that the rule of the
majority is haram in Islam. However,
I do not think it is necessary to take
such an extreme view, provided that
the society has an underlying
religious foundation, and the people
have respect and reverence for
religious principles and institutions.
So the vision of a united, democratic
Arab nation is not misconceived
One day, maybe the Arabs will stop
fighting among themselves and
repressing their own peoples and create a nation with a strong industrial
base, using that oil revenue for what
it ought to be used for. Then, maybe,
we shall have Arabic cars, computers
and watches on the world markets.
After all, the Japanese did it.
Aliran uses emotive language to
describe the Americans, calling the
US the "anned plunderer from across
the seas" and referring to the "arrogant might" of the US. But your
appraisal of US foreign policy is extraordinarily one-sided There was a
time, after the war when the US sup-
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ported every tin-pot dictator in South
America and Asia who was against
communism, but since the Iranian
fiasco, when some lessons were
learned, the US has done its best to
promote democracy. It is doubtful
that Pakistan would be as democratic
as it is today had it not been for
pressure from the US. In 1988 in the
Philippines there was a serious coup
and the legitimate democratic
government of Aquino was only
saved by the intervention of the US
air force. Now the Opposition in that
country has realized that democracy
is there to stay and instead of resorting to armed might they are appealing for votes in the forthcoming
presidential election. After forty
years in the arms race, the Americans
finally won the Cold War, because
the Soviets were unable to compete
any longer- their economy was not
strong enough. This resulted in
democracy coming to the countries
of Eastern Europe. It also led to the
withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan. In Panama. the US forces
got rid of a particularly nasty,
criminal tyrant and instituted
democracy there. Not to mention
Nicaragua, Guatemala, Chile, Argentina, South Korea and even
Malaysia itself, all of whom have
benefitted from US pressure for more
democracy and political freedom.
Since the Carter era, the US has
in general pursued a benign foreign
policy; in fact, throughout the century the US has consistently fought
for political and economic freedom
against tyr.mnical regimes, whether
M.arx.ist or Fascist It has opposed
mass-murder, genocide and upheld
human rights. The one important exCeption to this policy was the support
given by the US to the creation of a
Jewish State in Palestine, when Jews
at that time owned only six pet cent
of the land and had only the most
tenuous historical right to be there.
But even this connivance arose out of
revulsion at the persecution the Jews
had suffered in Central and Eastern

Europe.

time, because of their high birth-rate,
better education and resourcefulness
they could end up being a majority:
with control over the destiny of the
country. But breast-beating, hatred.
and terrorism will not get them
anywhere. The people of the Third
World should leave resentment about
colonialism behind and step forward
into the twenty-fJISt century.
Hassan Abdullah
KUALA LUMPUR

Kuwait attacked: Unprovoked
aggression.

Dr Chandra explains

The Arabs and Muslims have to
fac.e the fact that the Israelis are not
going to retreat from the West Bank,
as long as they have the might to stay
there. There is nothing that the
Americans can do to shift this
resolve, since most of the leaders of
Israel have relatives who suffered
under the Nazis and would rnlher die
than give up any part of Palestine.
The boundaries of the original Israel
were very irrational and militarily
difficult to defend. That is why in
1967. when Israel knew through its
intelligence that it was about to be
attacked by Nasser and his allies, it
struck fli"St. So Israel's occupation of
the West Bank and Gaza is in no way
comparnble to Saddam's invasion of
Kuwait. The latter was, militarily
speaking, a case of unprovoked aggression.
It is a mistake to view the Jewish
state as a colonialist phenomenon. A
colony is the outpost of one country
in the land of another alien people.
But Israel is not a US colony. The
Jews had no country before they
emigrated to Palestine. The US has
no control over lsr.1eli forcign policy,
and in fact that country is an embarrassment to the US, jeopardizing
friendship with the Amb and Muslim
world.
The only answer for the P..llestinians is to try to win the right to
return to Palestine as citizens of Ismel, to live and work there, and then
to win equal rights with the Jews. In

A/iran is distressed by your
deliberate distortion of our position.
If you have been reading the A/iran
Monthly regularly in the last 8 or 9
months, you' II realize that we have
not only condemned the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait but also criticized
its treatment of the Kuwaitis and the
Kurds. We do not - and will not apologise for anyone's atrocities.
But we refuse to repeat, parrot-like,
all the 'vile sins' ofthat 'demon' and
'devil' called Saddam churned out by
the world's mostpowerfulpropaganda machine, the American media.
The Gulf conflict - leave aside other
international crises involving the US
- has shown how that machine lies
(see A/iran Monthly, Vol. II No. 3,
'Facts that lie').
What has irked some of our
readers even more is our determination to tell the whole truth about the
Gulfconflict- the real reasons behind
the US's swift military response 10
Iraq' sinvasion, why it adopted a 'nonegotiations' stance, its double
standards, ils selective morality, its
hypocrisy, its brutal, barbaric bombing of Iraq and Kuwait, its cynical
manipulation ofthe Kurdish tragedy.
It is because we did not stop at condemning Saddam but also went on to
expose the nefarious game of the US
and its allies that A/iran is accused of
being 'one-sided'. Paradoxically,
our critics would not have got angry
if we had dealt with only one side the side they hall'- and left alone the
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other side- the side they place on a
high pedestal.
Though we know we have earned
their wrath, we shall not cease to
explain, to analyse the actual situation so that a better understanding of
the forces at work in West Asia will
emerge. Hassan Abdullah, it is obvious, has misunderstood what a
number of us, here and abroad,
meant by 'linkage'. As I pointed out
in an earlier article (Vol. 11 No. 2),
the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and the
Israeli invasion of Palestine became
linked in the hearts of the Arab masses because the US applied one
standard in the first case and another
standard in the second case. It was
for them the most blatant example of
double standards which has been a
characteristic ofUS foreign policy in
West Asia since the end ofthe Second
World War. In this connection, liassan cannot justify the Israeli invasion
of 1967 by suggesting that it was
somehow provoked by 'Nasser and
his allies'. Since Palestine had been
usurped and occupied by Israel since
1947, any attempt to restore the land
10 its original inhabitants cannot be
considered as 'aggression'.
Hassan has also introduced arguments which are extraneous to the
central issues in the Gulfconflict. I le
talks of "a free society, in which
people are not afraid to be creative
and adventurous and resourceful."
Our present concern is with US
.foreign policy and that superpower's
drive 10 establish total control and
hegemony over West Asia in the postCold War era. We are not discussing
the qualities of the American people.
Let us not forget though, that a
nation's external role maybe at complete variance with its domestic
priorities. When Britain was expanding its colonial empire throughout
the world, and in the process destroying the freedom and independence of
other people, in the 19th century, it
was building democratic institutions
at home!!
In the course of trying to show
what a great democracy the US is,

Hassan has got so~ of his facts
wrong. He says, "The US was IM
fir~t country to set up a society with
democratic rights... " If he is referring to the proclamation of a
democratic constitution at the time of
the birth of the United States more
than two centuries ago, he has ignored certain other historical truths.
There was no democracy for the
hundreds of thousands of black
slaves who had been brought to tM
United States in slave ships. In fact,
even eminent drafters of the highly
acclaimed American Constitution,
like Thomas Jefferson, kept slaves
who were of course denied their
basic hwnan rights. The white guardians of democracy had no qualms
about depriving the huge black
populace ofitsfreedom. Neither were
there any hwnan rights for another
category of hwnan beings - the indigenous Americans whose situation
was even more catastrophic. Let
alone the other basic rights, they did
not even have the right to life, the
cardinal human right in the
American Constitution. For whole
communlltes
of indigenous
Americans- hundreds and thousands
oftMm- were wiped out mercilessly,
as the conquerors of the new world
sought to create 'a free society'. Yes,
it was a free society, a democratic
society but only for the whites. Hassan Abdullah's first democratic
country was built upon the blood and
bones of indigenous Americans; the
toil and tears of black Americans.
Today US leaders express their
anger over Iraq:s alleged massacre
ofthe Kurds. And yet the nation they
have inherited emerged from one of
the worst genocides perpetrated
against any people.
Hassan Abdullah has e"ed in
other respects roo. He argues that
"Sinct the Iranian {UlSCO ... the US
has done its best to promote
democracy." Is this true? Let us analyse just one episode since 1980.
Righi through the eighties. the US
go\.'trnment went all out 10 de-stabilize and destroy the Sandinista

leadership in Nicaragua . The
Sadinistas who, as we have seen,
came to power through a popular
uprising in 1979. held two
democratic elections in the eighties.
International observers attested to
the fairness of the elections and yet
the US, the champion ofdemocracy,
used all sorts of vile, vicious tactics
to sabotage the governmelll.lt established a contra army to fight the Sandinista government, imposed an
embargo against Nicaragua and
even bombarded the main
Nicaraguan port. It is important 10
note that in November- December
1989 the UN General Assembly condemned both the maintenance of the
contra army and the illegal embargo
imposed upon Nicaragua. But the
champion ofdemocracy continued to
undermine the Sandinistas until they
were defeated in a general election
last year and a pro-US government
installed in their place. Why the US
was so doggedly determined to
eliminate Ortega and the Sandinistas
needs no elaboration: because the
Ortega government wanted to befree
of the clutches ofthe US in a region
which the US has always treated as
its backyard.
Examine the US's role in El Salvador and Guatemala in the eighties
and you will get further proofofhow
the promoter of democracy had in
fact enhanced repression. And in
Kenya, Nigeria, South Arabia.
Kuwait, (its Parliament was arbitrarily dissolved in 1986). Tunisia,
Sri Lanka and lndnnesia (repression
of the Fret/in Movement in East
Timur continued throughout the
eighties), the US closed both its eyes
to flagrant human rights violations
since these countries were, and are.
essentially pro- US.
Hassan· also exaggerates the US
role in restoring democracy to Pakistan. Popular sentiments, a split in the
armed forces and Zia-ul Haq' s
demise were much more decisive.
Similarly, in Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union, a variety of internal
factors related to the economy and
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the bureaucracy led to the collapse of
Stalinism and the rise of democratic
movements. The US was of no significance in these developments. In
Panama, it was not so much the
desire to get rid of a dictator which
prompted the US government to act
against Noriega. Rather, it was a
case of the Bush administration
punishing an ex-CIA agent who had
suddenly decided that he would become a little independent of 'Big
Brother' . Hassan should be aware
that most governments and people
did norapplaud the US elimination of
Noriega as an attempt to promote
democracy. On the contrary, the UN
General Assembly in a resolution
adopted on 29 December 1989
demanded the withdrawal ofthe "US
armed invasion forces from
Panama" and called the invasion a
"flagrant violation of international
law and of the independence,
•vereignty and territorial integrity
of states."
Finally, Hassan advises us in the
Third World to "leave resentment
about colonialism behind and step
forward into the twenty first century." True, resentment is a bad
thing and should not be tflcowagecl.
But the people of the Third World
should never forger colonialism. For
the consequences of colonialism are
felt to this day in the ordinary lives of
the teeming millions of Asia, Africa
and Latin America. In some instances. thousands and thousands of
people continue to pay the price for
colonial rule through their blood and
dignity. Aren't the sufferings of the
black majority in South Africa linked
to their colonial past? Aren't some of
the present ethnic and border disputes in Africa connected to the
period of colonial dnmination? And
haven't those disputes claimed
thousands of lives? In South and
Southeast Asia - in countries like
India, Sri Lanka and Malaysia - how
can one ignore colonialism in any
diagnosis of the communal challenges confronting nations in these two
regions? Colonialism has left a last-

ing - and devastating - impact upon
the economies and cultures of these
and other countries. Many of the
serious problems facing West Asia
today are also related, in one way or
another , to colonial rule. We have
shown through detailed analysis
elsewhere, that the ordeal and anguish of the Palestinians, the Kurds
and. ofcourse, the Lebanese can only
be understood through a comprehensive study ofWestern colonial
domination of West Asia.
Colonialism therefore is one of the
factors (though not the only factor)
responsible for the continuous
upheaval in West Asia. Hassan,
how~er, gives the impression that
the root of the problem is Arabs
"fighting among themselves and
repressing their own peoples ... "
Indeed, the recent tragic drama
of West Asia proves to us that
colonialism in its new form - neocolonialism - is ~en more virulelft
than its predecessor. This is an added
reason for continuing to be concerned about the impact of
colonialism. Neo- colonialism
prevents constitutionally independent, sovereign states from
realising the full meaning of their
independence. For it places effective
control over economic resources.
cultural values and political processes in the hands ofa few rich, powerful industrialized nations in the
North. The poor, powerless states of
the South are at their mercy, even
when they own economic resources
which art important to the North. To
understand this situation in greater
depth, Hassan and his friends may
want to read the South Commission's
recent report "The Challenge to the
South".
In order to build a more just
world, we must come to grips with the
injustices ofthe past and the present.
This means remembering - not forgetting - what happened to us yesterday.

The AM has carried correspondence on the Gulf crisis for the last
three months. ConseguenUy, we have held back many letters from our
readers on other isSues. In line with accepted practice, the AM is
therefore closing all correspondence on the Gulf crisis with this issue.
-Editor.
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Interview: Patriarch Raphael Bidawid

US and Europe used double
moral standard against Iraq
Fiorella Operto met His
Beatitude the Patriarch of
the Chaldeans., RAPHAEL
BIDAWID of Iraq, in
Rome on March 10.
Bidawid was just back
from a trip to Germany,
where he participated in a
seminar organized by the
Evangelical Church. The
following is an exclusive
interview to Em.
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Bidmvid:

n Gennany, I was asked about the
latest news. We do not have
direct news, first-hand news,
only reports from some Iraqis who
left the country via Amman, via
Teheran, who told us about the situation in Iraq. It is a real hecatomb, a
catastrophe. One hundred and twenty
thousand air sorties with such
ferocity, such haired. What could
have provoked this? Without even
talking about material damages, lets
talk about the victims, about the
children, women, old people, the
defenseless persons. Where could
they findrefuge?We do not have real
shelters. There were only about 40
fallout shelters of the kind we saw
bombed, but the bombs penetrated
even there through the air ducts, and
who knows how many died. The fact
that they bombed those shelters
means that the Military Command in
Riyadh intended exactly to kill
defenseless civilians. They lie when
they say that they saw military installations by satellite, and anti-aircraft
weapons under the shelters. And

I

Bombed Iraqi vehicles: "Such ferocity, such hatred... "

even it were so, to kill all those people
for an anti-aircraft weapon!
I told the public in Germany, let's
make a very simple calculation. In
some 120,000 air sorties, let's say
there was one person killed per mission. That's already 120,000 civilian
victims, just as a minimal estimate.
The real numbers will never be
known. War bulletins arc always
manipulated, either too much or 1.00
little, by one side in order not to
demoralize the targeted population
and,by the other, in order to terrorize
it.
From this calculation I presume
that there are 150-200,000 civilians
dead. Among the military the official
figure is 160,00 dead, but for sure
there were many more. So let's calculate half a million dead.
I say: Was it worth it, in order to
free Kuwait, to kiU half a million
human beings? Among this half mil-
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lion there were engineers, teachers,
medical doctors, treated like ants to
squash. There is no proportion between the aim, and the means used.
Yes, the UN authorized the freeing of
Kuwait, but not to f'JZe Iraq to the
ground. Do you want to free Kuwait?
Good, free it, but do not come to
destroy, intentionally, the civilization
of Imq, because a people without a
civilization is not a people any more.
Then one must draw the conclusion
that the aim was to deprive the Iraqi
people of its civilization, of its culture. They destroyed all the archeological sites, Ur, Babylon,
Nineveh. They destroyed the oldest
Christian convent, of the fourth century, our Monte Cassino, the fulcrum
of monasticism -bombed. Was this
also a military target? The chW'Ches
destroyed: Were they also a "military
target"? One of the oldest chW'Ches of
Iraq, in Mosul, was bombed. They

Death highway: "They slaughtered retreating troops".
bombed in Baghdad the sanctuary of
the Annenians, of the sixteenth century, a sanctuary that even the Muslims visited. A "mililary target"?
They bombed the Cathedrnl of the
Latins, of the Chaldeans, of the Irish.
Why? Not to speak about the
mosques that have been destroyed,
hundreds of them. The chw-chcs, the
mosques, are located in residenti31
areas. Around the chw-chcs, the villages and the cities were created.
They bombed these residential areas
systematically. I ask: myself with
what conscience these gentlemen did
it, if they still have a conscience.
Some told me, why don't you
speak about Kuwait? I say: Listen, in
order to right an injustice, have we
committed a bigger injustice? Have
you killed half a million Irnqis and
destroyed a civilization to free
250,000 Kuwaitis? And so I ask

myself: Was your goal really the
liberation of Kuwait? The Americans
themselves said it clearly. First they
said they wanted to "defend Saudi
Arabia"; then they said they had
come to "free Kuwait"; then they said
"no we came to destroy Saddam' s
war machine," and further on: "We
came to liquidate the dictator Saddam," and so on. One must not hide
behind one's fmger, but call a spade
a spade. Saddam said it to Kenneth
Kaunda of Kenya, the last head of
stale Lu visit Imq befo1e the wac.
Kaunda said that Saddam had told
him that even if he had withdrawn
from Kuwait, the United States
would have attacked anyway. Many
knew it, it was no secret. Five
hundred thousand troops, and the
most advanced technologies, "to
defend Saudi Arabia"? Not even
during World War II were so many
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targets hit, nor were as many missiles
and bombs used as were used in the
Gulf wac.
And with such ferocity, such incredible hate. The problem of Kuwait
would have been easily solved by
negotiations. There were other
means. Saddam Hussein said many
times that he was ready to negotiate,
but he said that all the problems of the
region had to be dealt with at the same
time: Palestinians, Lebanon, Cyprus.
And the Golan Heights: Not only was
it occupied by Israel, it was even
annexed. The government of the
United States accuses Saddam of
havmg annexed Kuwait But what
about the Golan Heights? It was annexed with a vote of the Israeli Parliament! But nobody speaks anymore
about it. By what law?
They speak about "international
law" but is there one "law" for them
and another "law" for us? Are there
two weights and two measures? Or is
Israel the son of the lady and we are
the sons of the servant? In these
months, more than a million Russians
are arriving in Palestine. They will
become natwaliz.ed Israelis, and the
citizens of Palestine will be expelled.
By what law? And the United Nations docs this? What an irony! The
United Nations was created to enSW"C
peace; and it gave the authorization
to kill human beings. It is incredible.
I said it to (UN Secretary General
Javier) Perez de Cuellar, whom I met
at the UNO last Wednesday (March
4) together with the Vatican Observer at the UN, MsgrRcnato Martino. We spoke for 40 minutes. Perez
de Cuellar listened to me with attention and respect. I told him openly:
You should be the ones who protect
the world from wars. and you came
to make a waf! I asked him: Did these
gentlemen of the coalition really follow the mandates of the UN as they
were meant or not? Perez de Cuellar
listened without saying anything.
The United Nations is fmished. The
United States holds hegemony over
the world.

EIR: How was your visit to the
United States?

Bidawid: It went well. In Europe
as well a5 in the United States, I met
the presidents of the Bishops' Conference, the religious leaders of the
other Ctuist.ian commwlities, and the
World Council of Churches. In the
United States I met the National
Council of Churches and the
Catholics. But, as a general observation, I must say that I was shocked by
the fact that even the clergy do no
have a real idea of the situation, that
they do not Jcnow more than what
they see, hear, and read. And that's it.
It is a "monovision," only one voice,
and only one image everywhere. And
everylxxly repeats what the TV said
and nothing else. They were
surprised when I explained the situation and they told me: We never
hc3rd these things! And I said: Before
making a decision, you must know,
and think about your Christian
brothers in those countries. You must
ask, you must be informed. An important bishop of a US city, maybe
the only one who spoke clearly, with
much courage, came to Jordan and
l.rnq, saw the situation with his own
eyes, and said what he had to say with
conscience. Of course many did not
like what he had to say. I was impressed by his courage also because
not even his archbishop dared to
speak up.
Do you know what one of these
US archbishops told me? Aren't you
scared to speak up? "Why should I
be?" I said. "Am I saying something
wrong? I am telling the truth as it is.
I am not here to defend the person of
Saddam, nor his regime, nothing of
the kind. I am not a politician. I am
here to speak the truth to you, about
the situation as it is. Whoever our
President may be, we respect him,
obviously according to our conscience. If I were ordered to do things
against my conscience, I wouldn't do
it and I would protest
The archbishop told me: "If I
spoke like you I would be scared even

My Vital Interests...

011 refinery, Ras Tanura, SAUDI ARABIA

• A stupendous source of strategic power, and one of the greatest
material prizes in World history.
US State Department statement in the 1940s
• The Middle East is the most strategically important area in the World.
US President, DK-'ighl D Eisen/wwer in the 1950s

• An attempt by any outside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf
region will be regarded as an assault on the vital interests of the United States
and such an assault will be repelled by any means necessary, including
military force."
US President, James Carter, State of the Union Message, 1980

to leave my house." To which I
responded: "I congratulate your excellency for the courage you have
shown."
In the United States they were
telling me that Saddam Hussein was
a new Hitler. Do you know how I
responded? I said that exxtly here in
the United States there is a politician,
Lyndon LaRouche, jailed by George
Bush, who says that Bush is the new
Hitler!
In Europe and in the United
Stales the fear of Israel has penelrnted
to the bones! But why? Many
criticize me because I spcalc like this.
I respond that I must speak like this,
I must speak the truth because if
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everybody behaved like you, we
would lose the rights of the faithful. I
must defend the life of my faithful!
The way to defend them is not by
submitting to the interests of the
United States and Israel. We do not
have enemies - everybody is a
brothe'r, Arabs, Jews, Christians,
Muslims, are all our brothers. And
wedcfend the existence of Israel. We
assert that Israel has a right to
exist,but not at the expense ofanother
people.
Only Israel must exist? Why?
And the Palestinian people, all
wandering, without a homeland,
without houses, without land! People
used to talk about the "wandering

Cloistered In their ~led home, a Palestinian mother comforts her daughter: "Is there one 'justice'
for Israel and one for the Palestinians?"

Jew," but today the situation is
reversed_ JtLqice must be done for
every people, but I say justice is indivisible. Justice must be applied
without discrimination. Is there
one"justice" for Israel and one for the
Palestinians? If the Israelis want to
live in peace, they must give justice
to the Palestinians. Without justice
there will be no peace. Not now, but
in ten or a hundred years, the Arabs
will avenge themselves. Woe to that
moment! 1 do not know how much
the US will be able to protect Isr.~el
then. Time is not on the side of Israel
or the United States.
From what I saw, the United
States does not promise anything
good. I am thinking of the Roman
Empire. how it collapsed, and it will
be worse for the United States. While
I was there, I happened to watch
American television and I saw that in
San Francisco they were holding a
congress of these "gays," and they
were holding weddings before the
TV cameras, of men with men, and
women with women. And two men

kissed each other on camera. 1 asked
myself: How long can ll1is nation
last? The Lord will punish thts
people, exactly like Sodom and
Gomorrah.
How can such a people survive?
They commit these immoralities in
the name of freedom. But \\hat liberty is this? There are no more values.
Not even the pagans went that far.
And I sec the disintegration of what
has been the great nation of the
United States, whtch cannot last
much longer. They shouldn't delude
themselves, with their victories
against the innocent and helpless.
Also in Europe I see so much
immorality. If the Europeans had to
undergo the persecutions that we
Christians of the Orient underwent
for so many centuries. there wouldn't
be a Christian left here. But there are
still15 million Christians in the Middle East. I saw so much irresponsibility in Europe. Europe should
help the Christians to survive in the
Middle East, because to defend the
Christians means to defend themsel-
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ves. Do you know that Christians arc
escaping from the Middle East, from
Jerusalem, from Turkey? Ev~ry
week four or five Christian families
amve m France from Turkey.
Just as an example: Coming back
from Germany, I found on the plane,
a daily called 1/Giornale Nuovo, and
I saw my picture and a long article
against me, titled "Saddam like Che
Guevara." The joumalL<>t had isolated
some of my sentences and reported
them out of context. Really an example of morality!
ErR: How do you judge the conference that just ended in the
Vatican, in the presence of the
Pope, the Middle East Patriarchs,
and·the presidents of the Bishops'
Conferences of the nations in war?
Bidawid: It was very good, very
well prepared. We discussed the
Middle East situation after the war
and the perspectives. After the introduction by the Holy Father, Monsignor Tauran of the Sccrelariat of State

expounded the Christian doclrine of
peace. Then I spoke on "The Christian churches of the MiddlcEast in the
faceoftheGulfwar." After me Monsignor Sabbah, the Latin Palriarch in
Jerusalem, dealt with the same subject.1be next day we discussed what
possible consequences this war may
have on relations among the various
monotheistic religions. The Maronite
P.alriarch Sfeir spoke, and after himMonsignor Teissier, the president of
the Bishops' Conference of Western
Africa and Archbishop of Algiers.
Everybody spoke. At the end we discus~ the final communique, which
you prolxlbly read in Osservatore
Romano, a beautiful document We
Palriarchs drew up a draft, the presidents of the Western Bishops' Conferences drew up another one, and
then we formed a committee of Cardinals and Patriarchs who prepared
the fmal draft, which we discussed
again witJ1 the Holy Father. We made
many changes and then we agreed on
the final version. which I like very
much. It is very coumgeous. and
clarified several issues. Then the
Pope asked that we all panx;ipatc in
a general audience where he gave IJle
closing speech. We gathered around
the Pope to show to IJle world trot IJle
Church shared 111y same ideas, that
the whole Church follows the line of
the Pope.
The Holy Fatht>I is very disappointed because. in spite of all his
efforts, they went ahead with the war.
More than 55 times he spoke against
the war, in favour of peace. His was
..a voice crying out in the wilderness." because what the United States
had decided was an order.
I saw that in Europe many are
critical toward the US government.,
but they do not ::.-peak openly. InGermany many seem fed up with the
United States and they were happy
trot I critici7.ed what had happened.
But the Europeans are politically unable to react. And France, how could
France do it? It has been the
European nation which was most
pitiless against us.

The Pope: "His was a voice
crying out in the wilderness".

There is a verse of the Psalmist
which says. "Whatever the Lord
wants he does"; we could paraphmse
this to say IJlat today, "Everything
that Bush wants. is done." And after
this victory. who will stop him? 1be
US government is crowing over this
victory. But what victory is it? They
ought to be ashamed. To massacre a
small country! They should be
ashamed. the United States and their
allies. even the Europeans. Even you
Italians. These gentlemen ::.-peak of
the Geneva Convention. But what
did they do? They slaughtered
rctreat.in g troops. And even the Ambs
should be ashamed. If the Arabs hJd

shown solidarity to lrdQ, there would
have been no war. The Arab nation is
ftnishcd. It no longer exists, for the
next century. The Arabs who allied
with the Bush government are sellouts. Bush bought them with money.
I sec a very dark future for the
Middle East. With this US
hegemony, I don't sec how we can
have peace. Perhaps not this year, but
perhaps within two or three years,
anothcr war will break out, because
the Palestinians will not surrender.
Will Arafat go away? Another will
come, but the people will not die.
Peace is built on justice, and respect
for human dignity.

EIR: What are your next step::.?
Bidawid: Right now I am gathl'Iing as much aid as I can for my
people, because as you know, "ftrst
you live. then you philosophize,"
medicines. milk, rice. We thank
whoever wants to help us, IJlrough
Caritas lnternationalis which is
channeling aid IJlrough Caritas in
Jordan, and from there to Jmq. I will
try to do everything I can here in
Europe, because once I get back to
Tmq, I will not be able to leave again.
<0Source: Executive Intelligence
Re\•iew

Where Art Thou, Man?
(a reply to Datin Gurcharan Kaur)
Wbetc art \hou. Man?!
Is it not d1ce thai lUI thy own *-If-desUuction?

It is thee dull sbows no love ro mercy for my crea&ion
Whele ad 1hou. 0 Mall?
I am eaemaDy widJin ~hoe
Come tome
Come10me
Latif KomaJwldin
PENANG
(IJDiill Gwc~tan~Jt's ,_,. ·w~ art ~tLJu. G«e .,;tom~ u. tiM 11:3)
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Justice

THE KURDS: MANIPULATION
AND SUPPRESSION
History has shown that
the Kurds have been a
pawn to be moved about on
the chessboard of West
Asia. The players are the
US and other Western
powers, says CHANDRA
MUZAFFAR, in the first of
a two-part article on bow
this ancient people have
been manipulated and
suppressed over the years
as is happening now along
the Iraq-Iran-Turkey
borders.

T

COUNTRY

~OF THE TOTAL

POPULATION

,
1

1

Iraq

23

Iran

10
19

Turkey
Soviet Union
Syria
Lebanon

Although their dialects share a oommon
North-Western Iranian linguistic origm, the
Kurds wMve not yet evolved a single systematic written Of" spolcen language". The two
major dia!C\11 spohn are Kunnanji from
Mosul in Iraq to the Soviet Union and Sorani
(oc Kunli) right across the international f rontier from Unniya in the Nonh to Khanoqin in
the South.
The Kurds are Muslims, in fact Sunni
Muslims of the Shafi'i school of law. which
puts them in exactly the same categQf"y as the
vast majority of Malaysian and Indonesian
Muslims.
·

3.9
5
9.6
Q.3

0.9
0.1

8

Untillhe beginning of the twentielh century, the Kunls,lhough aware oftheirdistinct
eultural characteristics, did not regard !hemselves as an exclusive ethn1c community.
For \be most part. they perceived themselves - and were perceived by others - as an
integral element in the larger Muslim ummah
(conununity). This is why an illustrious Muslim of Kurdish origin like Salahuddin AlAyoubt (Saladin the Great) of the twelfth
century was revered by Arabic-tpeaking Muslims and Kurds alilce as their hero. In fact. to
this day, not many Muslims even in lhe Arab
world know tNt Saladin was a Kurd!

he sufferings of the Kurds have once
again captured lhe he&dlines. As we
respond with compassion to !heir
agony and anguish. we should be aware of the
political dimensions of the Kurdish
question.
There are few issues in West Asian
politics. indeed in interNtional affairs,
which are as complex as the Kurdish
struggle for auton<my and, at certain
points in hiuory, for independence and
statehood. It will not be possible, in an
essay of lhis lenglh. to do justice to this
issue. And yet given lhe woefulladt of
analysis and reflection on the subject in
lhe popular media, there is an urgent
necd for some discussion, however inadequate.
lbe Kurds are an ancient people,
with a distinct identity. concentrated
mainly in the mountains where Iraq,
lranandTurteymeelApanfromthese
three oountries, lhey are also found in
the Soviet Union. Lebanon and Syria.
The Kurds themselves believe lhey are
descended from the Medes.
Acconling to 1987 population estimates, there arc about 20 million REFUGEE CHILDREN WAIT IN LINE FOR
Kurds spread 001 in the countries men- FOOD: The Kurdish dilemma is a creation of
tioned above. Their population proporlion and numbers Ill each SIJile are given _
w_e_st
_ e_m
__
co
_ lo_n_l_a_li_st_i_c_de_s_lg=-n_s.______
m the table below:
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NO OF KURDS
in millions

h ts ~mportant to observe lhat
even after lhe twelfth century and
right up to the decline of the Ottoman
and Persian Empires, ethnic identity
had not emerged as the ultimate reference point for e1ther lhe Kurds Of"
the other communities in West Asia.
Kurds, Turks, Persians, Arabs, Armenians and Jews. on lhe whole.
lived in a spirit of tolerance, without
bemgoverlycoosciousoftheprevailing ethnic boundaries. Apan from an
overriding loyalty to a God lhat went
beyond communities, the freedom
and autonomy they mjo)--ed to organiz.e their lives wilh minimum mterference from the Centre was a
crucial factor m curbing lhe rise of
ethnic consciousness. Thei r
autonomy made lhese communities
feel secure; there v.-as oo need, therefore. to seek refuge in the adulallon
of clhnicity.
However. !he situation began to
change in the Iauer half of the
nineteenth century. mainly as a result
of two inter-related developments.

Western colonialism which was ~preading
acrou Wea Asia around !hat time, gave undue
emphasis to ethnic identity. Then: was a
si.nialermotive behind this. Through emphasis
upon ethnicity, the colonialists sought to
dMde the people cl Wea Asia. By playing up
ethnic differences between Kurds and Arabs,
and Twb and Penians, the Bntish and
Frmch poM:n in pM.iwlu hoped to weaken
Wamic un.Cy. For lsbm had, at various points
in history, c.uled a strong bond of solidarity
11110111 Muslim communities in West Asia and
mdowed them with a powerful sense cl colkaNe pwpote. The colonialists knew !hat this
would jeopardize their at1empt to control and
dominalc the n:gioo.
Pitting the interests cl ooe ethnic group
aaainst thole o( ~r. was evident in the
Treaty oCServes o{ 1920, a treaty promulgated
by lhe We~&em Allied powen after lheir viclOry in the First World War. In that treaty
which, among other things, apportioned parts
o{the OUoman Empire to WeSiem powen,the
Kurdish demand for autooorny was not given
the explicit endorsement it deserved, while the
Armenians and the Georgians were promised
some semblanceolindcpcndence. At the same
time, the Bntish made sure that the Kurdish
desire forautooorny would be subordinated to
their own design for control over oil resources
- 'llfhicb was why the Bnt11h occupied Mosul
111 pn:seot· day Northern Iraq under lhe tenns
o{ the treaty.
As the Bnllsh strengthened their adnurunratioo o"er Kurdrsh territory in the
No enties, they came into cooflict w llh the
Turb. Throush classic co&orual manoeuvtes,
they heightened animosrties between the
Kurds and the Turks. The Britrsh also
delhrately created rivalries among different
Kurdr~h groupe • those of Kirkuk as against
!bole cl Sulaymaniya for ~- Indeed,
ew:n the incofporation o{ the Kwds inlo an
Anb I~ was a British idea. This, in itself,
pve rise to considerable Wlbappineu on the
put o{ some o{ the Kurdish group~.

Of the various West
Asian communities, the
Kurds were perhaps
most badly hurt by the
Western concept of naHon- state.
France, anocher o( the Allied powers
which had benefitted from the dismember·
ment o{ the Ottoman Empire after the First
World War, was also respon sible for
manipulating ethnic sentiments U1 parts of
West Asia. Since they were given the mandate
to rule over Syria by the League cl Nations
(the League 1ave Britain the mandate over
Iraq. Witneu how the UN today is also at the
service of the West), the French tried to
stm~glhen therr position by playing one ethnic
1roup against anocher. They ~encouraged

minority separatism 1n Syria". They made a
praaice ~o{ recruiting minorities, includUlg
the Kurds, into their local force, les tr~s
speciolts du levant.They also encouraged the
Kurd nationalist party, Klwybun, thus giving
Arab oatiONiists a cause for unease".
It was not just the colonial practice of
exploiting ethnic differmces which under·
mined Arab-Kurd n:lalioos. An even 91ore
pernicious virus which the West introduced
into West Asia ,theconceptofthe nation-stale,
w~Ulr.ed even greater havoc in the region.
Essential to lhe concept clthe nation-state was
the notion of an exclusive ethnic identity
which would distinguish one's nation from
other nations. This idea o{ identity was, as it
should be obvious, dramatically diffen:nt from
what the Ottoman Empire was, and whatmoct
other Islamic Empires were in history. The
far-flung Ottoman Empire did not impoce a
single, specific identity upon the divene ethnic and religious cooummities who lived
within its boundaries. The nation-state, oo the
other band, insisted upon its exclusive etbnac
identity as the badge of its citizen.
As the new sillies demarcated by the
Western powers sought to establish their exclus~-e national identities, ethnic relations in
West Asia went through an upheaval o{ sorts
1n this connection, West Asian specialist
David McDeweU notes, ~lmpoced upon the
ruins o{ a multiraoal and mul11oonfeuiooal
empire, where people of different belief, cus·
torn and elhnicity had lived side by side in both
t~11 and country throughout most o{ both the
Ottoman and the Persran empires. this virulent
exclusiVIty has had a devastating effru Ull
Middle East civil.izalion".
Of the various West Asian commllllilles,
the Kurds were perhaps most badly hurt by the
Western concept o{ natioo- slllle.The Turks,
the Arabi and the Balkan peoples, majonty
convnunities within certain lemtorial boun·
daries in moct cues. established nation-states
of ooe kind or another. Even the Jews, with the
active collaboration o{ European colonialists
and the Arnericans,lel up an eJ~clusive 7lonrsl
state a1 the expense o{ the indigenous Palestinians. But the Kurds alone. among the
various Wea Asian convnunities, fa~led to
establish their own sute. This was partly be·
cause of colonial manipulation, an aspect of
which we witnessed in the Treaty of Serves of
1920. It is also because the nation-state as a
legal entity invariably favours the natiONiism
of the majority community and the Kurds are
a mioorit y in all the states where they res rde.
Besides, even in those places where Kurds are
a sub.o.lalltial minority today, like Iraq, Turkey
and Iran, there is no inclination on the pan of
the g011ernmc:ots to accord independence to
the Kurds for the s1111plc .uson that such a
move would affect the territonalrntegrity and
national sovereignty of their sillies.
It rs against thrs background that we
should try to underslalld the Kurdish struggle
for autonomy and independence in the last few
decades The struggle itself. it 11 important to
observe, has been adversely affected by at
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least three factors. It is these factors • Western
manrpulatioo of the Kurds, the treatment
meted out to the Kurds by goverrunents in the
region and the schisms among the Kurds
themsclves • that we sball now examine in a
somewhat general manner.

Western Manipulation
There an: numerous episodes tn the
politics oC Iraq, Turltey, Iran and Syna which
reveal active Western - partirul.arfy United
SU!es -manipulation o{ the just struggle of the
Kurds. We sball choose just one such episode
from the recent past because o{ lhe parallels to
rum:nt events affecting the Kurds and Iraq.
On 1 JWIC 1972, the Ba'thist govenvnent
in Baghdad nationalized the Iraq Petroleum
Company. This alanned the United SU!es and
IsraeL Both had been incensed for a while by
the anti- imperialist postures o{ the Ba'thisu.
Iran, then under the late Shah. Reza Pahlavi, a
close ally of the United States, was also disturbed by Iraq's 'anti-imperialism'.
At the same time. the Ba'thists in Baghdad wen: having problems with lhe Kwds in
the north o{ Iraq. The Kurds led by the famed
Mulla Mustafa Barzani were seeking to increase their political "aDd military authority
over Kurdish terriiOiy. The Iraqi governmc:nl,
on the other hand, felt thai it had already made
substantial concessions to Banani. Then:
were clasbes between the government and
Barzani's forces.
The United States, supported by Israel
and Iran. decided to encourage the Kurdish
rebels in order to destabilize Iraq. AC<X>rding
to Otristopher Hitchens in 111 article entitled,
Why we are stuck in t~ sand (Harper's
Maca zinc:, January 1991 ), "The Shah and Kissmger agn:ed that liaq was upsetting the
balance in the Gulf, a way to restore the
balance • or, anyway, to find some new
balance- was 10 send a signal by supponin&
the landless, ludcless Kurds, then in revolt in
northern Iraq."
US-Israeli-Iranian support carne by way
of~ establuhment o{ a sophisticated intelligence apparatus with the help o{ Iranian
SA V AK and Israeli Mossad in order lo gather
intelligence ool~ and its anned forces. "It is
alleged that even in the early sixties Israel had
been providing arms and advisers to the Kurdish rebeh in Iraq. In return for foreign, espec ially US, assist.ance the Kurdish rebels
promised "to tum Kirkuk oilfield over to
American companies.."
But then: was a catch in US support for
the Kurds. The US was prepared ~to encourage Ban.ani to wage war on Baghdad but
not to achieve autonomy. If the Kurds won
outnght they would cease to be the debilitating
factor against the Ba'lh !hat the US, lran and
Israel all wanted. It was vital therefore to
ensure that the Kurds continued to fight Baghdad but also !hat they would never win ."
That US policy towards the Kurds was
loCally Machiavellian was borne out by the
findings olthe PikeConunission which investigated coven US intervention in Iraq and Iran
in the early seventies. The Commrssion

MOMENTARY VICTORY: Governments In the region are disinclined to accord nation-statehood to
the Kurds.
revealed that, kdocuments in the Canmitt.ee's
possession clearly show that the President, Or
Kissinger Mel the foreip bead ci sUte (the
Shah) hoped that our clients (the Kurds) would
DO( prevail. They preferred instead that the
mwgents simply cootinue a level ci 00.tilities sufficient to sap the resources of our
ally's oeiJhbourin& <Xllllllry (lnq~"
The cynical RWlipulation ci the Kurds
did DO( stop there. When the Shah of Iran and
Saddam Hussein, then Vice-P-idenl oC lraq
si&necJ the Algiers agreement in 1975, temporarily ending their bonier dispuae, the US
suddenly baited all assi~Wlee Lu tbe Iraqi
Kurds. It was no longer in the interest ci the
US to support the rebels since Iraq had come
to tenns With its ally.
Then, almost WICXpeaedly, at least for
some policy<fllalcen in Washington. a revolution occured in Iran in 1979. The Shah was
overthrown. An Islamic leadership COOJCious
ci the importance ci Iran' I independence and
WICOOlpromisingly oppoced to US and ocher
kinds of imperialism, toolc over. The US used
every device available to destroy the revolution. It turned to certain Iranian Kurdish
leaders for help. As wtth Iraqi Kurds a few
years earlier, the US gave assistance and en·
oouragernent to these lrlllian Kurds to fight
the oew Teheran govemmenL At the same
time, the US decided to woclc with the Iraqi
leadership, its one- time adversary, Mel ocher
Gulf states to stcro the Islamic tide from
Teheran which all of them feared - albeit for
dilferent reasons. Since the US was now

cooperating with the Iraqi govemrnent in
Iraq's war against Iran, it decided to distance
itself from the Kurdish rebels in the north of
the country.
Around 1986, however, there was
anoche r shift in the US admirustration's attitude towards the Kurds. Detecting less hostility towards the US oo the part of a faction
within the Teheran government, the US began
to make quiet overtures to the Islamic re&ime
it had tried to sabotage since the 1979 revolution. As covert negotiations between
Washington and Teheran proceeded with
amu and hocta&es on the agmda, the fonner
decided to dump its Kurdish f ncnds m Iran.
IUpprocbcment with the Iranian government was an important aspc:ct o( other changes
taking place in West As~at thattinlC. By early
19&8, 11 was apparent that Iraq was g01ng to
win tts eight year war against Iran. It was abo
evident that Iraq with all the mtlttary aid from
Europe and the Soviet Union, "'as in a very
strong position now. The US and, more Important, ls~ael were apprehenstve of Iraq's
military power. The two cotmtries decided in
the latter part of 1988 that Iraq lwl to be cut
down to size. It was time to start de-stabilizing
Iraq again. It was tinte to start cowtmg the
Iraqi Kurds again!
The coostant manipulation ol the Kurds
for the furtherance of the United States own
objectives in West Asia revuls that expediency, not morality, has been the superpower's
paramount coosideration. In the politics of the
most volatile region in the wond, the basic role
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the US follows is thu: use and exploit the

nations and conunurutics in the reg1on in order
to ensure one's own oontinuing dominance.
The Kurds a~ just a coovenicnt pawn to be

mo,;ed around oo the chessboard that is West
AstL It is pst too bad if in the oourse o{ the
game, the Kurds get killed.
Once we realize what the game is, it will
be easier to understand what is going on now
along the lraq-lran-Twtey borders. Following the defeat o{ Iraq in the Gulf War, the US
and Britain had hoped that the Saddam Hussein reginlC would be toppled in a military
coup and a leadership that is sympalhetic to
Western interests would assume power. With
this goal in mind, the US and tiS other Western
allies encouraged the Kurds in the North and
the Shi 'a in the South of Iraq to rebel against
Bagh<bd. A large- scale rebellion, it was felt.,
would lead evenqW!y to the downfall of President Saddam Hussein.
However, once the rebellion started in
eamest, the US realized that their plan could
go awry. Of the various groups involved in the
rebellion the most rohesive, and, potentially,
perhaps the most popular. appeared to be Shi' a
groups allied to Teheran. The US knew from
the experience o( the Iranian revolutioo that
however diverse the political inclinations of
the various groups, It ts the onhodox, religious
elements propelled by the fury o( their fervour,
who would in the end seize the leadership of
the state. A genuinely Islamic leadershtp
would undoubtedly be anti· US and anti·im·
perialisL lf it was linked to Iran it would

change the entire power-balance in the Gulf,
to the detriment of the US and the West.
Even if thai dtd not ~lawen and only the
Kurdish rebellton in the North s~dcd.
the~ would still be problems for the US. For
an independent, or even a &enutncly
autonomous, Kurdtsh temtory in the north of
tn.q would force Turkey, the US's NATO ally
in the region, to re-assess its p<tjcy towards its
own Kurdish popubtion. There would be immense pressure upon Ankara to grant
autooomy, even 111dependence to iu Kurds.
'Ibis was somdhing that the Ozal govenvnent
would never want 1o do.
Gi-..en thcte likely scenarios in the South
and the :\orth !;A Iraq the US and tU allies
decided th¥l an outright victory for either the
Sb.i'a or the Kurdtsh rebels would not he in
their mterest. It was better to allow the rebellion to drag on, in the hope that at some pomt
a pro-We$lem group would emerge from
v.1thin the military hierarchy which would be
strong enough to topple Saddam and the
Ba'thi.st le:otderstup.
VnfOftWlately for the US and iu allies, the
rebellion m both the South and the North
collapsed. Saddarn's military superiority was
a factor. But an even more imporumt reason
for the inability of the rebels to sustain their
struggle was the lack of enlhus~astte,spon
tancou• support from the local populace for
their <:au.K Wh:olever wpport they ~\lob
diffuaed and duper<ed.
When the rebell•on failed, a se<:tioo n( the
Kurdish populatton, fearing repnsals from the
Iraqi anny, fled to the mountains. It 1s their
plight which is bemg htghlighted in the mternatiOII&) med1L While the mammolh tr.~&edy
which lw befallen these Kurdim refugees
deser-..cs the sympathy of hwnan bemgs

everywhere. one woodcrs whelher part of the
exodus is due to active manipulation by certain
elements involved in intra-regional politJcal
manoeuvres. There is evidence to show, for
instance, that Kurds from Iran and Turkey woo
had infillnlled Northern Iraq in the last few
months ha\oe been imtiga1ing the local Kurds
Mto flee from repress100".
Whatever the forces behind the refugee
exodus, the US and its Western allies, it is
obvious, have seized the opportunity to
present themselves as hamanitarian saVJours
tA an oppressed people. It is a role thaiJS a little
dubious considcnng that they were the ones
who had ins11galed the rebellion m the first
instance. They cann<il therefore be absolved
from rcsponsibiloly for the present suffc:ouo~ vf

tl1e Kurdish refugees. After all, the US's 'no
win, but continue fighting' strttegy vis-a-vis
the recent Kurdt~h uprising, is remirusccot of
the approach 11 adopted in the early seventies.
This is why the US and its allies should he
thoroughly conde~ for their diabolical,
perfidious marupula11011 !;A the Kurds. GJvmg
humanitanan aJd now to the Kurd~. after
deceiving and dupmg them is tl1e height of
hypocrisy.

Blanket and bomb, in a
sense, represent the
contradiction between
falsehood and truth in
the Gulf conflict.
The exodus and humanitarian postures
adopted by Westem governments serve yet
another purpose. They divert attenllon from
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the colossal suffering of the people of Iraq
following the destruction and devastation
caused by US and allied weapons of war. All
the evidence that has emerged from Iraq which
was. until reoently, a htghly wbanized soctety.
mows thai itlw been 'bombed back into the
pre-industrial age' rille report by UN Under
Secretary~coeral, Martti Ahtisaari, was particularly damaging to the US and its allies. For
it implied that there was a deliberate, systematic endeavour to destroy, to annihilate
Iraq. Other respectable commentators like
Ramsey Oarlc, the fonner US AttorneyGeneral. have also spolcen o{ the brutality and
viciousness of American and allied bombing
of crvilian sites in Iraq. Clark has even anJIOUlHXd his mtenuon 10 uy American and
allied leaders for 'warcrimes'. Yet others have
dest:ribed the total de>truction of Baghdad,
Basra and other Clites as 'genocide aga.Uut a
\1- hole civilu..a11on'
But the US and tb allies have decided thai
the agony tA the ptQple tA Iraq should be
downplayed. The tntemational media wh1ch
the West controls should not be allowed to
evoke concern and sympathy for the suffenng
Iraqis. For that will not be in the interest of the
We;tern powers. It will put them in the doclc
before the court of the world. The people will
pass judgment on them for their utter lack tA
hwnanity. The people will find them guilty tA
the mass slaughter of innocent women and
children.
Playing up the sufferings !;A Kun!ish
refugees, however, has a different effect. It
condenms Saddam Hussein as a cruel, callous
dictator- apart from projecting the Western
powers as 'pvioun of the oppressed'. Since
this strategy serves the interests !;A the US and
its allies. the international media is givin& the
fuDest coverage to the ordeal !;A the Kurds.
lien: again, we have yet another example tA
the manipulation of the Kurdish people by
Western powers. They are being used to con·
ceal the truth about another human tragedy of
vast proportions for which the US and its allies
arc largely responstble.
A sa result of this m antpulation, we are all
being rapidly conditioned to express our compassion for hwnan suffering in a highly selective manner. Selective compassion, like
selective morality,is going to be disastrous for
the whole of humankind. It is compassion
shaped almost entirely by the vested interests
of the strong artd powerful.
On a certam day, the interests ol the
strong and pow-erful demand that they drop
blankets ill the mountams. On aooCher day,
they require thai they drop bombs on the ctties.
Blanket and bomb, 111 a sense, represent the
contradiction between falsehood and truth in
the Gulf conflict. The blanket covers, it conceals the truth about what the US and its allies
have done to the Kurds and the other people
tA West AsiL The bomb, on the other hand,
el(j>lodes the myth about the benign role tA the
US and its allies in the region.
•
(Nut: Th ~ Ku rds' Right to G enuine
Autonomy)

International
Affa1rs

Whose New World Order?
.
(Let's Not Beat About the Bush)
by Fan Yew Teng
donesia, and the Gaza Strip, the West
ver since the collapse of com"You mentioned the new world
Bank and the Golan Heights vis-a-vis
munism in Eastern Europe at
order. Isn't that just another way of
Israel. Of course, in a different
the end of 1989, there has
saying the US will remain the world's
policeman?" Bush replied, "Clearly,
category, in areas where the US
been a great deal of talk about a socalled 'New World Order'. When the
the US has adisproportionate responwould be in a position to act or want
sibility when it comes to helping
Gulf Crisis began with the Iraqi into act, are Grenada, Panama and Iraq.
secure the world. I would not call it
vasion of Kuwait on 2 August 1990,
And. of~. it is always the case
the talk about this 'New World
of the selness defence of other
the world's policeman because there
are certain ~ where we wouldn't people's "freedom" and "security",
Order', though still vague and somenever about fighting for oil, and the
be in a position to act or want to act
times even contradictory. increased.
economic and slrategic interests of
But we have a disproportionate
With the coming of the Gulf War in
the United States.
responsibility for the freedom and the
mid- January this year and its conclusion some weeks later, the ponsecurity of various countries.
The Conservative Prophet
Bush's reply is short. but it contification about the 'New World
George Bush of course
Order' has intensified furgot his idea and inspiration
ther, espeGially by the
about the "New World
Americans.
Order" from James Bwnham
What exactly is this 'New
and othet arch American conWorld Order'? In what way
servatives.'
James Burnham
this
'new
order'
be
difwill
was the founding editor of
ferent from the old order?
National Review,
the
And, most importantly,
magazine of American conwhose 'New World Order'
servatives, by American conwill it be?
servatives, published every
Running away from the
fortnight from New York.
incompetence of his domestic policies and the em barass- lWO FACES OF GEORGE BUSH: Aggressive Considered a political
philosopher, James BWllham
ment of a huge financial and brutal In foreign policy; doing-nothing
was born in 1905. Ironically,
scandal involving his son "schizophrenic straitjacket" at home.
Burnham
was a Trotskyite
Neil, US President George
became
a guru of
before
he
Bush opted to venture off into
tains all the basic ingredients of realthe
American
right.
After
he had
a foreign war in the Mjdd)e East He
politik - self-righteousness,
abandoned
the
left.
he
wrote
a book
is most enthusiastic about this 'New
cynicism, hypocrisy, opportunism
titled, The Managtrial Revolution
World Order'. TIME, the American
and dishonesty. For a start, Bush
(New York, 1941), which predicted
never cared to explain who gave the
weekly newsmagazine, said as much
the rise of a new social class, 'the
US the "disproportionate responwhen it named Bush "Man of the
managers', which would supplant the
Year" in its January?, 1991 issue.
sibility" to secure the world. He said
old capitalist class.
there "are certain areas where we
According to TIME, there were
According to The Fontana Dictwo George Bushes: One, aggressive
wouldn't be in a position to act or
tionary of M odern Thought
and even brutal in foreign policy, and
want to act".
"Burnham saw Nazi Germany, the
the other, a doing-nothing
Presumably, he was thinking of
Soviet Union, and the New Deal in
"Schizophrenic Straitjacket" at
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania vis- athe U.S.A. as variants of this new
home. In an interview with TIME of
vis the Soviet Union, Tibet vis-a-vis
type
and declared that 'the war of
the same issue, Bush was asked,
China, East Timor vis-a- vis In-
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1939 is the first great
tension that this mercanwar of managerial
tilist competition would
society' as 'the war of
inspire, all three super1941 was the last great
states would acquire
war of capitalist
nuclear weapons".
society'." In other
"Over time," he argues,
words, although he was
"nuclear competition
wrong about the colwould be intense and
lapse of Capitalism by
costly even for the super1918, he was quile an
states". He thinks that
admirer of Hitler's Nazi
this will be a dangerous
managerial efficiency
situation, and so he sugruthlessness,
and
gests choosing what he
making. for instance, the
calls "Burnham's alterlrains running on time.
native future of an
Afaer his full-scale
American world emconversion to the joys
pire".
and blessings of
An American
American capitalism,
James Burnham told the
World Empire
Americans how to
And what will this
defeat Communism
empire be like? Well, the
quickly by exploiting its
US would be the "sole
inherent contradictions.
superpower taking indeAccording to John 0'pendent military action,
Sultivan, an editor of
but also leading a coaliNational R(l.iel4.·, when A US PILOT GIVES THE THUMB5-UP DURING THE
tion of allies to suppress"
President
Ronald GULF WAR: Who gave the US the "disproportionate
anybody seen to be disReagan finally imple- responsibility" to secure the wortd?
turbing the peace, "with
mented Burnham's adthe United Nations
vice, it worked in less
to face stiff economic competition
blessing American acth3n a decade. It seems that Burnham
from two other economic superstates
tion in return for being allowed to
foresaw that after the collapse of
infli.ICllce it at the margin. {My em- Japan and te-Wlitcd Germany. In
Communism, two possible world orphasis).
this world order, there would be three
ders would emerge: A 1984-typc of
economic blocs- Japan as the leader
O'Sullivan thinks that some exworld order that George Orwell
isting trends in the world encourage
of a new Asian "co-prosperity
wrote about in his best-selling novel,
this pax Americ3oa, a peace on
sphere", an enlarged European Comand pax-Americana, an American
American terms. He explains, "There
munity led by Germany, and a USworld order.
Latin American trade partnership.
is the collapse of the Soviets, the
In a long article in the Nov 5,
reluctance of Japan and Germany to
John O'Sullivan argues, not without
1990 issue of National Review. a
intervene militarily outside their borracist Wldertoncs, that in such a
magazine which hero-worships conders. the absence therefore of rivals
tripartite world. the US may not be
servatives like Barry Goldwater,
to US mititary power, the wideable to compete with Germany and
Richard Nixon, Ronald Reagan,
Japan.
spread fear of nuclear proliferation,
George Bush, William F. Buckley
and the greater usefulness of the UN
This is especially so, ifeventually
Jr., Margaret Thatcher, Pat
now it is no longer crippled by Soviet
Germany were to forge extensive
Buchanan, George Will , Jeane
vetoes. But the threat of unrestrained
economic and industrial cooperation
Kirkpatrick and others, John o·Third World instability, and the
with the Soviet Union, and Japan
Sullivan wrote that Americans
damage it could wreak on America's
were to forge strong economic ties
should avoid. in a post-Cold War
economic interests, is the real
with the newly industrialised
world in which bipolarity with the
stimulus to action".
countries of Asia, like South Korea,
Soviet Union has ended, a 1984-typc
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore and
Of course, this was what preciseof new world order. Why?
ly happened in the Gulf Crisis which
others including Malaysia, Thailand
The answer is that in a 1984-type
Indonesia and China.
~n developed into the Gulf War.
of world order, America would have
O'Sullivan thinks that"Given the
Because of its desire to obtain
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can check power'". And he adds,
economic assistance from the US and
centration of industrial power,
economic wealth, and human in"And when intervention is required,
the West, the Soviet Union voted in
it should generaUy be brisk and
genuity in history.lt would represent
·support of UN Security Council
Resolution 678 which empowered
58 per cent of the world GNP, 66 per
brutal, on the principle that a blow
the US and its allies to go to war
cent of the world's exports, 63 per
in time saves nine. (My emphasis).
against Iraq. The US has no fear of
cent of the world manufacturing
To O'Sullivan, "the Gulf intervention looks remarkably like a
nuclear proliferation so long as it
added value, and 52 per cent of the
world electricity production". The
precedent for a pax Americana that
takes place among it'l allies. For example, Israel has nuclear weapons,
main motivation behind this "Allanwould reston the military dominance
of the US, the military support
and the US makes not a solllld
of protest about them. It is
of former great powers like
only when Islamic and other
Britain and France" and the
Third World countries like
financial contributions of other
Iraq, Pakistan and Brazil
countries like Germany and
hope to go nuclear that the US
Japan. He recalls Burnham's
gets agitated and begins its
argument. as far back as 1947.
condemnation. And, any atthat "At the narrow military
tempt by any Third World
level, a balance (of power)
country to become indewould be replaced by US
preponderance".
pendent of the US is quickly
considered as "instability". It
" In other words," 0'is seen as going against
" Sullivan explains, "the US,
both in its membership in an
American economic inter- AN AMERICAN COLUMN PASSES RIGHT
Atlantic Common Market and
ests, especially with regard to OVER AN IRAQI DUGOUT: Intervention was
oil. The utter hypocrisy is "brisk and brutal".
in its enforcement of a pax
Americana, would be the first
crystal clear.
Thus, a country like Jmq
among equals - with all the intic Comm9n Market" is to meet the
equality that the phrase implies".
which wanted to be independent and
challenge of Japan and a newly inTo those who argue that in the
radical couJd not be tolerated; it must
dustrialised Asia.
new world situation in which the
be destroyed. As O'Sullivan puts it,
An "Atlantic Common Market"
Soviet Union has alxlicatcd as a suthe international military coalition
would of course al-;o take care of the
perpower, the United Nations should
against Saddam Hussein "conforms
economic threat from a united Gerbe allowed to play an active role in
almost precisely to Burnham's
many. According to O'Sullivan, "its
global collective security. 0 'prescription of an American empire
most important contribution to the
Sullivan dismisses such thinking as
in the sheep's clothing of a
world's security wouJd be to provide
"dangerous bunkum". Thus, it is
democratic world federation", which
the economic, fmancial, and strategic
goodbye to the "New Triangle of
is considered to pe "a natural and
base for US power in the wider
Cooperation" among the US, Japan
necessary one". In other word'>, beworld". This is just another way of
and the Soviet Union, as suggested
hind the facade of a so-called
saying that if the world's security
by Vladimir Ivanov, the Chairman of
"democratic world federation", lurks
does not provide the US the
the Pacific region research departthe American political werewolf,
economic, financial and strategic
ment of the Soviet Academy of
with fangs and claws ready at any
base in the wider world, then there
Sciences' Institute of World
time to kill people, including inwould be trouble for everyone else.
Economics and International Relanocent civilians.
Just a nice way of saying: Beware
tions, as published in the Far Eastern
American imperialism, satisfy our
An Atlantic Common Market
Economic Review of 24 January
interests which are perpetually insaBut. because the US will not be
1991. For O'Sullivan insists, "Coltiable, and get some crumbs from
able to compete economically
lective
security can best be provided
under the table.
against Japan and Asia as well as
by a single sovereign power, albeit
And what happens when US inGermany with Europe, O'Sullivan
one leaning on attendant lords, like
terests are threatened? Or, when the
proposes that the US join up with
the US and its allies".
so-called "security" and "stability" of
Europe in an "Atlantic Common
the wider world is threatened? Well,
Market", which is supposed to
(Nexr. Is the Third World to
"there should ideally be a general
promote free-trade and free-market
stand by and allow this New World
response," says O'SuJlivan. HowAccording to his calcuJations. "Such
Order to roU over us?)
ever, he cautions, "But 'only power
a body would be the largest con-
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CURRENT
CONCERNS
THE MELAKA WATER
SCANDAL

A

LIRAN flnds it difficult to accept the Report of the Committee enquiring into the drying-up of
the Durian Tunggal Dam.
If the Malacca Water Authority's
acting general manager and acting
dam manager are as technically incompetent as alleged in the Report,
how could they have remained at
their positions undetected? On the
other hand why have they been merely demoted for their alleged mismanagement, incompetence and
indifference?
One cannot help concluding thal
they are only being made scapegoats
for failings at a higher level.
In any case the larger question
remains how the Malaeca Water
Authority could have engaged personnel who are so obviously unqualified and unsuited for their jobs.

Apparently the whole admini<>trative
set-up of the Malacca Water
Authority needs to be reviewed.

Gan Teik Chee
Assistant Secretary
21 March 1991

THE UNJUST CEASEFIRE

I

raq had no choice but ta accept
the tenns of the formal ceasefue
imposed by the UN Security Council.
The terms, dictated by the United
States, reveal yet again tile tremendous power the United States exercises over the UN Security Council.
The UN Security Council is today the
US Security Council.
It is because of US dominance
over the UN that it has imposed a
ceascfrrc upon lmq which violaiCs
the UN's own Charter. The principles of national sovereignty and ter-
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ritorial integrity which the Charter
holds dear have been transgressed in
such a dishonoumble manner. This
explains the widespread condemnation of the terms of the ceasefue by a
number of Third World newspapers
and news agencies.
One of the terms of the ceaseflre
for instance requires Iraq to accept
the 196l.Iraq-Kuwait border. Apart
from the fact that the so-called 1963
border agreement has always been
the subject of dispute, it is outside the
jurisdiction of the UN Security
Council to determine and demarcate
borders. Disputes over borders
should be resolved either through
consultations between states or
through arbitration by some regional
body or international agency like the
International Court of Justice.
The ceaseftre resolution of the
Security Council also demands that
Iraq destroys all its biological and
chemical weapons and nuclear research facilities. If all other states in
West Asia were also required to
eliminate their weapons of massdestruction, there would have been
nothing wrong with this demand
upon Iraq. But other states - notably
Israel - are allowed to keep their
powerful arsenals intact Israel has
between 100- 200 nuclear warheads.
It has gone to war against other Arab
states on no less than 5 occasions. It
had launched an unprovoked attack
upon Iraq's nuclear research facilities
in 1981. And yet it is only Iraq that is
forced to eliminate its weapons of
mass destruction.
It proves once again that one of
the US's main aims in the Gulf War
was the destruction of Iraq's military
capability in order to ensure that
Israel's military superiority would
remain unassailed. This is why the
ceasefire resolution demands the
destruction of missiles of a certain
range so that Israel will remain safe
and secure from the 'Al-Husseins'
and 'Al-Abases' of the future.
Yet another requirement of the
ceaseftre is the payment of war
reparations by Iraq. Given Iraq's

huge external debts, due in part to
Kuwiat's manipulation of OPEC oil
prices for the last few years, war
reparations would force Iraq into
total destitution. Severe economic
hardship is a recipe for civil commotion and political chaos. A turbulent
Iraq will lead to social instability in
the whole region.
What is worse, Iraq is eKpeeted to
pay war reparations in a situation
where economic sanctions against
her will continue to be enforced. It is
only the food embargo that will be
lifted once the formal ceasefue i-;
implemented. The continuation of
economic sanctions means that Iraq
will not be able to participate in
regional and international trade and
commerce. It will be almost impossible to resuscitate her economy. lrdq
will not be able to re-build her devastated infrastructure. Most of all, food
aside, Iraq will not be able to provide
for most of the other basic human
needs of her people.
The punitive, vindictive nature of
the terms of the ceasefire makes one
wonder whether this is going to be the
quality of justice in President Bush's
'new world order'. Is it going to be a
world order which will not only usc
weapons of war to cripple a nation
but also utilize instruments of peace
to paralyse a people? Are the terms
of the Iraqi ceasefue symptomatic of
the punishment that awaits any independent-minded nation that seeks to
defy the one military supetpOwer of
our age?
Clulndra M uzajfar
President
8 Aprill991

FEES HIKE FOR
UNIVERSmES

A

LIRAN notes that the fee increases for local universities
have been moderate and well within
the means of most Malaysians. The
government has demonstrated its
willingness to accept appeals from

the public that the fees hike should
not be too steep.
Nevertheless while Aliran is
pleased with the government's positive step in announcing a reasonable
increase in fees. it is hoped that the
quality of teaching in the universities
would be upgraded. It is only fair that
if the public has been asked to pay
more for local university education,
they should be assured of some
quality which will put our universities on par with ovetreaS institutions of higher learning.
Arijfin Omar
IIon Secretary
11 April 1991

THE SUNGEI BULOH
TRAGEDY

A

liran is shocked and deeply
grieved by the Sungei Buloh
ftreworks factory tragedy. We convey our deepest condolences to the
bereaved families.
Aliran supports the move by the
Minister of Human Resources to hold
an immediate investigation into the
explosion at the factory which has so

far, claimed 40 lives. We are of the
view that the investigation should be
carried out by an independent panel
and its report should be made public.
The inquiry should find out why a
17 year-old factory was allowed to
operdte in a residential area - especially since the factory was producing explosives? If it is true that the
factory refused to move, why wasn't
effective action taken against the factory owner?
The inquiry should also investigate whether there were adequate
safety measures for its 200-odd
workers. In this connection, did the
factory violate any of the Jaws pertaining to industrial safety? 1fthe factory violated those laws, why wasn't
any action taken by the authorities?
This tragic incident shows how
important proper planning is in our
industrial development. Industrial
development should at all times, give
priority to the well-being of the
worker.
HumKimChoy
ExcoMember

8 May 1991

Appeals Against Human Rights Abuses
Amoog the bureaus that constilllte Aluan, is one called "International Affairs". 'This
bureau reoeiveslctccn from Amnesty lntem;ollonal.lhe World Organization Against Torture
based in Geneva, the New YOlk based LtwyersOxnmilleeforHwnan Rights, hot-lineASIA
of Hong Koog, and ocher hwnan rights orgaruz.1lloos, reque$ling that letters of a~ be sent
to various countries where violatioos of fundamental freedoms have been documented 1lle
cas« of appeal include amitrary violeoce by the police, deu:ntions without valid charges,
abuses again$( WOOJen detainees, torture, deaths while in del.ention, Wlfair trials etc.
Aliran 's International Affairs Bure~ would like to make the appeals to govemmentsQIOfl:
effecti.ve by organizing voiWJteen acrou the coonuy 10 write these !etten of appeal. Some of
these lcucn will undeniably have llQ effed. But one way of delering governments from canying
oo with hwnan rights abuses is making it clear to lhem !hat the rest of the world is aware of
their pnctice5 and does llQI ~of !hem. There have been numerous cases reponed of
prisonen being released following maste$ of appealletten from around the world being sent,
and pmonen being uplifted by knowing that othen in the (ar reacbea of the globe are ooncerned
about lheir plighi.
If you would like 10 do SOOlething about human rights violatioos, then you can volunteer
10 write some leaers of appeal. To get QIOfl: infonnatiM about cases of abuses of civil liberties
and wbo 10 write appeal Jeuers 10, pleue write to:

AM• Gil
l.ntenacloaal Affairs Coordinator
4JalulGinlk
BukitTunku

50480 KUALA LUMPUR
or call him ubomeon PJ-2914141
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Aliran Publications & Tapes

e

ISSUESOFTHEMAHATHIRYEARS-Sll.OO 0
'Ibis book conSISt~ of press statement>, article~ anu
'hort >peeche> of Aliran officials The important
subjects dealt wuh rnclude human nj!hl~ and
democracy, frnanc•al ~candals and the Official Secrets
Act The compila11on provides a useful mirror of a
critical pha>e m Malay>ian h1stroy, the resolution ol
which is not over.
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AN ISLAMIC STAlE OR A SECULAR STATE?

($5.00 + postage 0.50¢) 0

speech deab with various i~sues mvolved in the
hlantic State vs Se<.:ular State controversy. It suggesh
a non·>ectarian spiruual alternative which is in line with
Ahran's philo)ophy.

e

CHALLENGES fACING ASIA
($5.00 +postage 0.50¢) 0
The speech outhnes the awesome challenges faced by
As1ans today and su~csts ways to deal with them It
idcnttftes the cruc1al areas that have stood m the way of
progress and good t:overnment and IOSISts that unle»
effective transformation first take~ place in these areas;
no lasting or meaningful change can come about.

CHALLENGES AND CHOICES IN MALAYSIAN
POLITICS AND SOCIETY- $ 17.00 0
C •allen!(es and Choices, is important reading for all
those who want to understand what has been happening
m Malaysian politics and want to know how Malaysian
\Ociety may develop in the future.

e

OPPOSE OSA (THE OFFICIAL SECRETS ACT)
(SS.OO + postage 0.50¢) 0
In th1s analysis of the 1986 amendments to the Official
Secrets Act, an attempt b made to spell out the consequences of that law for freedom and democracy. The
public is shown how their right to know would be
affected and how public accountability would lose its
mcamng.

WE SHALL OVERCOME: Songs of Humanity ..........

$2.50 0

A nch and vaned collection of \Ongs dealing" ith
reality, hope , freedom, justice, umty, peace and
compassion.
THEAN TI:.IK: The Other S1de of Development.. ....

$2.00 0

e

WHO IS DESTROYJNG TilE R UK UNEGARA?
($7.00 +postage 0.85¢) 0
Th1s tape contains two speeches on the Rukuncgara
wh1ch attempt to \how how and why the Government
in particular had dev1ated from the pnnciples and
goah ol the nauon's charter. The >peakcrs arc Aliran
Prcs1dcnt Dr. Chandra \1uzaffar and Aliran l:.xecutrve
Comrruttec member, Gao Teik Chee.

Oiscu~ses the Thcan Tc1k [state d1,pute objcctJvely,
rabing the que>Uon, "Development lor whom?"

THE ARMS RACE: Humamty in Crisis. ............

SJ.OO 0
Reflects a common humanitarian v1cwpoint on the
awful realities ol modern warfare and :~~tempt> to
cons1der the transformation of man and society a) th~
means toward> alhJcving a worldwide peace.

e

ALIRAN IN PJCTIJRES: The First Decade........... ..

$3.00 0

Development - for Whom?

($5 .00 +postage 0.50¢) 0

A stud1cd criticism of the authorities tor the wasteful
spcndmg. for obsesSlon with prestige projects and for
e'duding the poorer \egments of soc Jet}' from mainstream development. The talk deplores the increasin![IY
ehllstic trend in development as a betrayal of the
people's dream of a just )Ocicty.

I hi\ p1ctonal 'tud} covers the fust ten year) of A bran .

In tact. it has been produced to commemorate our
tenth anniversary The varied activities of our
organi7ation and the major event! in our history have
all been faithfully recorded in thi~ hook.
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\EP, Dendopment and Alternative Consciousness
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CASSEIT£ TAPES (Speeches by A/iran
Pres1dent, Dr. Chandra Muzaffar)

THE NFP: DEVELOPMENT AND ALTERNATIVE
CONSCIOt.S!'iESS- Sll.OO 0
\\'h> 1> ther.: "·much controversy about the ~LP'! lias
the NLP ~uccceded m uniting the people? What 1s the
alternative to the NEP?
Chandra Muzaffar analyses these and other issues in
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m.;l end 100% of toal order

SUBSCRIBE
An appeal to our readers
A. you might -11 know our writers end members of our editoriel boerd on e voluntery bais end
no peyment whe~er .
The coats involved in the production of the AI!fan Monrhly ere -tielly 1 r•ult of type-sett.ng, filming
end plete·meking, printing, po.tege end trensport cherges. When the commission to our distributors is added
to th•• coats, (35 san for avery copy sold), we herdly meke a san from our street ..1•• It is only through
subacriptions thet soma 'profit' is derived which in turn is used for other Aliren ect1v1ti81.
However, with the rising coats of production, evan this smell ernount of profit is thr•taned. One w•y
to r-Ive our predicemant is to rei.. the cost of the A /iran Mo nthly which, incidentally his stood et $1 per
copy or $10 for • y•r' s sublc:ription since 1981 . But we ere reluctent to do this. Thus th is appul
r~ve

*

BECOME A SUBSCRIBER.

• GET YOUR FRIENDS TO SUBSCRIBE.
• GIVE YOUR FRIENDS A NEW YEAR GIFT. GET THEM A SUBSCRIPTION.
We hope t~ this cempeign to incr - our sublcriptions will be succe.ful end
to reise our prices for some time . Thenk you.

NA.ME: ..................................................................... ............... ADDRI:.SS:
(Please print MR/ MRS/MISS/ MS)

t~

-

will not need

•

................................................... .

..............................................................................................................
............................................... ....................... .. .. .
0 1 year's subscription (SIO.SO)• 0 2 year's subscription (S20.SO)• beginning Vol. ....................... No ..... ··········

•Includes S0. 50 [or outstation cheques
1 enclose money order/ postal order/ cheque No.

.. . .......... dared ..

.......... for the sum of S...... .

as payment for my subscription and a further sum of$ ............. ... ..•... as donation to Aliran.

Send this order and payment ro:

ALI RAN
DISTRIBUTION BUREAU
P 0 BOX 1049
10830 PENANG, MALAYSIA
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continued from page 40

They have also destroyed my school, Mama.

Yes, love, and our nwsque, our house, and Tony's church ...
their thunder and lightning have covered up the Sun
with snwke, notse and blood ...and f~re and fury ...
Can't we go away from this heap of bricks, Mama?

No, love, the roads are blocked by debris and mbble,
and they've killed the buses, taxis and lorries.
Mama, where is Papa?

He has gone to fight the kif/a birds.
Will he come back to us soon, Mama?

I don't know. I hope so. Be a brave girl.
I miss Papa, Mama.

Yes, I know, for I m1ss him too.
Now, be a good girl, give some water to baby brother,
for my brcnsts are dry.
Mama, Mama, the killer birds are roaring in again!

Be brave, my

wt~e, be bratlt.. ~"'!f;l ~~

Mama, Mama, the giant firecrackers arc here!
T111!'j are giant

bombs alld rockets.

They are coming, Mama! They are exploding!

Be brave, be brave, my little girl.
Mama, I'm scared.

Lovely, take your baby brother to a safer place
after tl~e killer birds have flown away.
And you, Mama?
What about you?
I'm scared, Mama.
Mama! Mama! Mama
Don't die, Mama!
Don't leave us alone, Mama!
Speak to us, Mama, so that we may cry together.
Malllcl! Mama! Mama! Mama!
Fan YewTeng

9March 1991
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Sing to us, Mama...

My GulfWarlmpr~ssicns, Aaron Xavitr, agtd 9

Mama, where are these killer birds from?

From far away, my love.
Mama, why do they come so many times?
1711!')/ want to kill all of us,

perhaps.

Why Mama?

I don't k11ow, love; they a~ at war with us.
But they've kilk'Cl Grandpa and Grandma
and my friends, the cats, the flowers and the trees...
they've done nothing wrong ...

I know, my love, they were kilkd, but
not because they've done anytlting wrong.
Then, why, why, why, Mama?

Simply because till!')/ were here.
Mama, I am sick, hungry and thirsty...

Yes, love, l know. We are all sick, hungry and thirsty.
1711!')/ have destroyed our taller, our food, our baby milk pouxler,
our hospitals and clinics, our doctors and nurses...

continued on page 39
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